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ABSTRACT

Kaija Saariaho’s vocal music is a rewarding challenge for a singer. Her works contain
extended techniques and innovative performance practices, which allow her to create interesting
and moving timbral effects. Her musical language has its foundation in her cultural identity,
formed as a girl in the forests of Finland. The sound of the woods, birdsong, whispering, and
wind are an integral part of Saariaho’s musical voice. Her creative use of text setting results in a
highly emotional and unusual expression of poetry, although unconventional setting of words
may necessitate some extra effort on the part of the performer. The extended techniques in her
music are likewise emotionally driven, and include methods of fine variation in breathiness,
pitch, and vibrato to create a wider palette of vocal sounds. Her use of electronics also allows her
to write meaningful music with a unique musical atmosphere. In Saariaho’s collaboration with
singers, she has proven to be extremely approachable and supportive, both when coaching
performers of her work and developing new pieces with colleagues. Saariaho’s vocal music is
more straightforward and less complex than her work for solo instruments in terms of rhythm
and pitch collections; however, her innovative text setting and embracing of the wide spectrum
of sound of the human voice results in a very colorful and deep musical language. As the first
female composer to have an opera performed at the New York Metropolitan in over a hundred
years, she is now an established and lauded composer of vocal music. It is my hope that this
project will encourage singers who are unfamiliar with Saariaho to perform her work.
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Chapter 1 – Biography
The story of Saariaho’s life has shaped her music in a unique way. From her childhood
days in the outdoors of Finland to international experiences with technology and collaboration in
Paris and Darmstadt, her influences have been varied and meaningful. As a young child, she was
attuned to the natural world of her homeland, with wild forests full of singing birds. Her
education in the graphic arts was an indirect route towards composition, but ultimately made her
process of composing more unique and immediate. Collaborating with colleagues of different
backgrounds and specialties also changed Saariaho’s approach to music. Her work with
computers broadened and deepened her methods and music, and was the basis for lasting and
indispensable relationships in her career and personal life.
Saariaho attributes many of her personality traits to her homeland. She identifies as
Finnish, and speaks Finnish at home with her family, although she has lived outside the country
for decades. Her individuality and unique perspective as a composer began to take shape when
she was a child in her homeland. Her summers were spent in Särksisalmi, her mother’s
childhood village in eastern Finland. From a young age, she already perceived the world in her
own musical way. She was fascinated with the way the birds in the forest sounded different to
her after it had rained, and the acoustics of the woods were changed. As a girl she once asked her
mother “where the sounds and music she heard beneath her pillow came from,” not realizing that
she herself was imagining the music.1 She remembers “in Finland, children could be quite
independent and go out on their own, so when I was 12 or 13 I started to go to concerts in
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Helsinki on my own. It was all my own adventure.”2 Her first experiences with music were
solitary and self-driven in this way. Saariaho was a very shy child and was often sick, but was
undeterred in her fascination with the sounds of the natural world. The beginning of her musical
instruction was part of the arts education at the Helsinki Rudolf Steiner School, but her music
teacher encouraged her parents to pay for private lessons as well.3 She studied violin, but was
frustrated by her inability to play at the level of her imagination; she began composing at the
piano, but kept it a secret when her mother heard her experimenting one day. “She was really
irritated by that and said, ‘Why don’t you play the music you’re supposed to play?’”4 Saariaho
switched to guitar so that she could play in her room, isolated from unwanted criticism. Her
shyness and insecurity led her to hide her work; her very first piece, composed in secret, was
called Yellow and Nervous.5 The trepidation of the young composer, combined with the fact that
her talents were misunderstood by her parents, resulted in a “haphazard” musical education.6 She
listened to Bach on the radio, went to concerts on her own, and purchased LPs as they became
available – especially the “Russian musicians who were allowed to play in Finland in the sixties”
– but she lacked a musical mentor who could help her contextualize the music she loved and the
music she was imagining.7
In 1972 Saariaho entered the Institute of Industrial Arts and Crafts and studied graphic
design. As was commonplace in Finnish postsecondary education, she took courses in a variety
of subjects at Helsinki Conservatory and University including music theory, history, musicology,
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and literature. Although she preferred composition, she felt pressured to study the visual arts.
Her father, Launo Laakkonen, was an entrepreneur and inventor who had become a successful
and wealthy industrialist.8 He was unsupportive of his daughter’s musical ambitions. “When I
spoke to my parents about wanting to be a composer, my father was very angry. Even when I got
into the Sibelius Academy, he wouldn’t speak to me. He thought it was crazy, that I was ruining
my life.”9 To escape the stifling expectations of her family, she married her first husband,
Markku Saariaho, when she was just 18. However, she soon found that she had traded one
keeper for another, and the marriage lasted only one year. Saariaho decided to keep her
husband’s name, finding it preferable to her father’s. She lived for several years with the famous
Finnish artist Olli Lyytikäinen. “I had never met anyone so free, and I wanted to be as free, as
independent, as he was.”10 As a woman, however, Saariaho found it was less socially acceptable
to have the same kind of relationship with art.
Without directly comparable role models in contemporary music, Saariaho looked to
other art forms for artists to emulate. She found the works of Sylvia Plath, Virginia Woolf, Anaїs
Nin, and Edith Södergran inspiring as she developed her musical voice and identity as an artist.
The severely patriarchal society was slow to accept women as artists, especially when they
challenged traditional aesthetics. Saariaho encountered musicians who refused to teach her,
saying “You’re a pretty girl, what are you doing here?”11 She debated applying for the church
music program, so that she could learn to be an organist and play Bach, her favorite composer;
but her audition was unsuccessful. When she completely failed the sight-singing portion of the
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entrance exam, Saariaho realized that she was not interested in, or really capable of, being a
performer. Although her studies in graphics and design did not directly teach her about writing
music, the skills she learned as a visual artist impacted her compositional process. Saariaho
experiences a sort of synesthesia, and “color perception” has always been important to her
music.12 Later in her career her integration of visual and graphic approaches to composition
became more specific.
Saariaho continued her musical education at the Conservatory of Helsinki, but she felt
strongly that her path lay through the Sibelius Academy. Realizing that she needed a teacher to
help her, Saariaho approached the composer Paavo Heininen and convinced him to accept her as
a student. Although his studio was full, she persisted and was granted admission to the Academy.
Heininen’s post-serialist aesthetic was an exception to the “mainstream of nationalistic relativism
in Finland in the 1960s and 1970s.”13 He trained Saariaho and her colleagues with a unique
method of teaching composition, with a foundation in counterpoint. Magnus Lindberg and EsaPekka Salonen were also in Heininen’s studio, and the young composers became fast friends.
Although Saariaho’s lack of instrumental experience and ability made her feel “inferior,” her
colleagues supported her and “didn’t think [she] was ridiculous.”14 She was less familiar than her
friends with music theory and history, so her teacher would send her to the library to analyze and
research music. When she found out her friend Magnus “had all those scores at home,” she
began to realize the work she would have to do to catch up.15 As she studied and composed
more, her confidence grew and her musical language began to develop and expand. With the
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fulfillment of her creative impulses, Saariaho experienced a better relationship with her family:
“My father was extremely touched when he came to a big concert when my music was
played…My mother tried to follow me, too – even if she never really understood the music, she
enjoyed the success I started to have.”16
Saariaho’s relationship with her fellow students was important for her development as a
composer, but it also helped shape her career. She remains close with Lindberg and Salonen, and
they often collaborate and share ideas. While at the Sibelius Academy they requested that a
course be created for them to study contemporary music; however, the administration was
opposed to their idea. Realizing they needed a way to explore new music together, they formed
an association named Korvat auki! (Ears Open!), which was established “to counteract the
conservative nationalistic tropes of Finnish art music.”17 What began as an informal group in
which the students took turns presenting and analyzing contemporary pieces became an
association that promoted new music through outreach performances in schools, and in more
rural areas outside the city.18 Although the group didn’t promote any one particular aesthetic,
Saariaho describes their mission to define “what music should not be: music may not be tonal,
music may not be modal, music may not be easily understandable – the form of music must be
complex.”19 Korvat auki! laid the foundation for the establishment of the Avanti! Chamber
orchestra, which continued to promote new music through collaboration and outreach.20 The
group’s rejection of the Neoromantic folk-music tradition prevalent in Finland at the time was a
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kind of protest against the popularity of music written by composers such as Joonas Kokkonen
and Aulis Sallinen, and served as a launching point for the young composers of Heininen’s
studio to find their own unique musical voices.21
Although Saariaho’s conceptualization of nature in her music is inextricably linked to her
Finnish homeland, the development of her musicality continued as she sought new influences
abroad.22 Collaborating with her peers in Helsinki was the first step for Saariaho in her search for
her own identity as a composer; collaboration then became a driving force in her creative
process. When her time at the Sibelius Academy came to an end, Heininen encouraged Saariaho
to go to Darmstadt to study and collaborate with the musicians promoting contemporary music at
that festival. There, she heard the music of Murail and Grisey for the first time – not even
recordings of this interesting music had reached post-serial-obsessed Scandinavia.23 Saariaho
discovered a renewed sense of urgency in composition while at Darmstadt, and her confidence
grew as she was exposed to the work of other composers. Most importantly, Saariaho connected
with Brian Ferneyhough, who became her next composition instructor at Freiburg. The
dissociation between her compositional technique and her sense of expression was still apparent
in her music, and Saariaho remembers him telling her: “OK, I see that your heart is there but
your brain is over here, they are not together.”24 In 1980 she began studying with Ferneyhough in
Freiburg, but found the post-serial school to be more of the same complicated processes with no
discernable link to the aural experience of the music.25 However, her time in Germany proved to
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be invaluable; she finally felt able to break free of the restraints placed on her as a female
composer in Finland, where she felt stifled by the patriarchal nature of her family and her
schooling.26 As Saariaho became deeply invested in collaborating closely with other musicians
she began visiting friends in Paris, where she found her place at IRCAM (Institut de Récherche
et Coordination Acoustique/Musique).
Saariaho first visited Paris in 1982 with her friend Pascale Crition, and quickly “became
enmeshed in the Parisian musical scene.”27 She began courses at IRCAM in physics and sound
production, and discovered that she had a passion and an affinity for electronic composition.
Although she was disheartened by the lack of commissions she received, the change of scenery
agreed with her; the Parisian atmosphere encouraged her to feel more free and relaxed in her
personal life. She remembers having “space to breathe…the value Parisians give to their senses –
the wines, scents, the multitude of possibilities: it somehow relaxed me, gave me a freedom.”28
After she finished her degree work in Freiburg she moved to Paris in 1982 and began seeking
collaborators and commissions. Her relocation had a profound effect on her life and music. She
met her husband Jean-Baptiste Barrière in the IRCAM studio; she worked extensively with
CHANT, the synthetic voice program; and she began to compose for the first time independently
of any teacher. Escaping from the post-serialism that pervaded academia, Saariaho found herself
surrounded by the aesthetics of spectralism and electronic composition. The techniques involved
with composing with computers are as varied as the composers who work with them, and
Saariaho feels that her work with electronic processing is often misunderstood:
“It comes back to what I learnt from the technology at IRCAM and elsewhere. The
26
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technology, the machine, only gives you what you put into it, what you ask it. There are
no wonders with it. The machine cannot compose for you, cannot make you better. And I
don’t want the machine to compose for me – I like composing! I didn’t have any
ambition to create a programme that would do something complex and wonderful,
because I want to do the complex and wonderful myself.”29
The technology at IRCAM provided the means for the development of Saariaho’s unique
musical language. She was able to explore her interest in timbre and sound processes through the
post-spectralist methods pioneered by the l’Itinérairen composers, including Grisey and Murail.
In this approach to writing music, composers are interested in the things that make up a sound –
such as timbre, color, harmonics – “as well as…observing the capacity of human perception on
all levels of the composition.”30 This approach to composition is based on perception and human
experience, as opposed to the serial process of twelve-tone techniques. Saariaho experimented
with methods that dissect sounds electronically in order for their timbral aspects to be studied;
programs that slow down or speed up recorded sound without changing its pitch, so that its
attributes can be analyzed; and most notably she developed a system of breaking down the
physical qualities of a sound in order to create a microtonal scale.31 Saariaho describes these
processes as “inventing a microscope for music” by taking “one aspect of a sound that is
interesting and extend[ing] that timbre through electronic processing, like the symmetrical form
of a flower being dispersed by the wind.”32 Using the computer as a way to develop and expand
on musical ideas, she became more conscious of her own musical choices as she noticed how her
working with the programs changed the outcome of her writing. These techniques allowed her to
develop the musical voice for which she has become known, as she was able to explore
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“hierarchies of sound color,…the relationship between sound color and harmony, and combining
acoustic instruments with electronics.”33 Saariaho’s use of electronics in her music is often used
to represent a dichotomy or set of opposing ideas.34 Her first major piece using these new
techniques was Verblendungen, for electronics and orchestra. It was premiered in 1984 by the
Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Esa-Pekka Salonen.35 The piece
represents a conversion from heavy and dark to light, with the interplay between the electronics
and live orchestra illustrating this journey. Verblendungen was her first piece to achieve
international acclaim, and she began receiving more and more requests for commissions.
Throughout the 1980s and 90s Saariaho achieved more and more recognition as her
achievements began to expand. She won the Kranichstiener Musikpreis in Darmstadt in 1986.
Subsequently, commissions were requested by the Los Angeles Symphony, New York
Philharmonic, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Salzburg Festival, and others. She began to travel
internationally to write music for many distinguished ensembles.
Saariaho has always maintained that “the most important thing in my perception is that
the visual and the musical world are one to me.”36 The synesthesia she experiences is difficult for
her to describe: “sounds, events, scents, colours and dreams twist into each other – my world has
been like this as long as I can remember.”37 She describes her sensation of sound colors as being
luminous, rather than being specifically related to conventional colors. However, she has
described “the sounds of brass instruments, such as trumpet and trombone, as warm colors and
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horns as softer, warm red colors; the woodwinds as a section produce colder colors and the
sound of the violin is yellow.”38 Timbre and register cause her to perceive changes in these
luminous colors. She cites Goethe’s The Study of Colors as an influence in her music, especially
his writing on light and shadow.14 Ideas discussed by the painter Paul Klee have also been
influential on Saariaho’s compositional process. Klee’s concepts of natural forms, which link
internal state with external appearance, have been meaningful to Saariaho’s exploration of
musical expression in her use of timbre and formal structure.39
Her first conceptualization of the overall form of Verblendungen was a pair of
brushstrokes, changing from thick to thin from left to right on paper.

Visualization for Verblendungen40

She developed this visual starting point as a way to “contest the traditional ideal in which the
work develops toward the climax.”41 As her music became more well-known, the creative
impulses stemming from Saariaho’s visual and graphic background continued to influence her
composing. Her visual path to musical composition is entwined with her physical perceptions as
well; Verblendungen, for example, was inspired by her memory of sunny days in her childhood.
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In 1993 she worked at the Center for Computer Music and Music Technology in Tokyo, and
found the architecture there to be particularly inspiring.42 There, she composed Six Japanese
Gardens as a tribute to the composer Toru Takemitsu. In Kyoto she was struck by the physical
composition of the gardens, and was fascinated by how the earthy elements of rocks and
greenery were intertwined:
“When I learned in Kyoto about the way the traditional gardens are designed, how the
travelling of the eye is planned, I felt a connection between architecture and music: both
art forms select and introduce materials, let them grow, give them form, prepare new
contrasting elements, create different relations between the materials.”43
Another example of Saariaho’s use of visuals in her composition process is Près, for cello and
electronics. This piece was composed in 1992-4 and was inspired by Gauguin’s painting By the
Sea.44 The timbres and rhythms of the music represent the stormy and calm elements of the
painting, which depicts three figures wading into water... In Saariaho’s music, “the cello soloist
‘seeks a passage through the sea of sound like a seaman steering his ship.’”45 In her focus on
perception in her musical process, Saariaho is particularly interested in “dichotomies of sound;”
she is not concerned with “the semantic meanings of natural sounds,” but rather seeks to portray
contrasts in “the moment of transition from the abstract to the figurative.”46
An important part of Saariaho’s compositional process is collaboration. Perhaps because
throughout her life she has experienced anxiety and feelings of insecurity about being a
composer, her best and most meaningful work has happened when she has had input from others.
Beginning with her days in conservatory and her friends in Korvat auki!, Saariaho has drawn
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inspiration from the ideas of others. When she attended Darmstadt and her musical horizons
expanded exponentially, Saariaho was first able to tap into this breath of creativity by listening to
new music and interacting with new composers. Remembering her first experiences with Grisey
and Murail, she wrote: “Their music gave me confidence, and that was true of all the music I was
attracted to: it was music that gave me confidence for my own work.”47 At IRCAM Saariaho
collaborated most extensively with Jean-Baptiste Barrière, who was serving as Education
Director of the studio.48 In addition to providing artistic and emotional support as a spouse, he
helped her develop the resonance filters that she used in her composing.49 He was directly
involved in some of her works, as well; her 1992 piece NoaNoa, which explores and develops
sounds of whispering, features pre-recorded sounds of Barrière’s voice.50 At IRCAM Saariaho
also worked with a cognitive psychologist named Stephen McAdams, studying the auditory and
mental processes associated with the perception of timbre.51 Her work with composers and other
professionals has had a clear impact on her work; however, Saariaho’s work with performers has
most dramatically shaped her music and her career. She says of this collaborative process: “All
of the pieces I have written for soloists have something to do with the personalities of the
musicians themselves. They become, more or less, portraits of these people.”52 Saariaho’s work
with a handful of artists in particular has proven extremely fruitful: most notably among them are
Anssi Karttunen, Anne Eirola, Anu Komsi, Dawn Upshaw, and Peter Sellars.
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Saariaho has said that, “of all the string instruments, the cello has the greatest control of
the color aspects of sound.”53 Saariaho began working with cellist Anssi Karttunen in the 1980s
when she was composing Lichtbogen. The piece was commissioned by conductor Paul Mefano
after the successful premiere of Verblendungen with the Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra.54
Karttunen, also a Finnish expat, was living in Paris. He worked with Saariaho to stretch the
boundaries of the sound of the cello.55 The two worked together to develop bowing and other
extended techniques for the instrument, and Saariaho devised new ways of processing the cello’s
sound electronically. The manipulation of overtone structures (and therefore color) was of
particular interest to them; a typical effect achieved by the instrument in Saariaho’s music is
produced by overpressuring the bow near the bridge, creating an unrefined sound that colors the
music in a particular way.56 Works such as Petals (1988), Spins and Spells (1996), and Du
cristal…à la Fumée (1989-90) were composed with collaborative input from Mr. Karttunen.
Saariaho’s fascination with the sound of the flute has to do with breath: “in my mind, the
flute relates to breathing, it is an enlargement of the process of breathing.”57 Anne Eirola has
been one of Saariaho’s inspirations in writing for the flute. Saariaho’s writing for flute is similar
to that of her teacher, Ferneyhough, in that she incorporates non-traditional sounds such as
diffused tone, key clicks, and speaking/whispering while playing. Unlike Ferneyhough,
Saariaho’s writing for the flute does not explicitly restrict or meter the breathing of the player in
order to achieve an effect in performance.58 Saariaho met Eirola while studying in Freiburg and
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has dedicated such pieces as …sah den Vögeln (1981) and Laconisme de l’aile (1982) to her.
Camilla Hoitenga has been Saariaho’s primary collaborator in her composing for the flute. In
compositions such as NoaNoa (1992) and Aile du Songe (2001) Goitenga worked with the
composer to find “‘flutist-friendly’ solutions” when exploring extended techniques relating to
sound.59
Most pertinent to the topic of this research is Saariaho’s collaboration with singers. Two
sopranos in particular have worked with Saariaho, each having been chosen by the composer for
their unique instruments. Anu Komsi is a member of Avanti!, the contemporary-focused chamber
ensemble that was founded by Korvat auki! collaborators, including Salonen and Saariaho.
Komsi has premiered and recorded numerous works by Saariaho, and her command of straighttone in her high range suits Saariaho’s writing perfectly. Soprano Dawn Upshaw began working
with Saariaho in the 1990s after the composer heard her singing in a production of Messien’s
Saint François d’Assise. In art song and opera, Upshaw became Saariaho’s voice of choice.
Along with this collaboration came a close working relationship with the director Peter Sellars.
As Saariaho’s musical language continued to develop and she began writing larger works for the
stage, Sellars’s input as a collaborator helped realize Saariaho’s grand dramatic intentions. With
Upshaw and Sellars to perform and guide her music, Saariaho composed some of her most
notable work.
Saariaho’s fascination with color and expansiveness of sound has followed her from her
native Finland through her career as an internationally-acclaimed artist. A wide palette of timbres
and expressive sounds, produced both instrumentally and vocally, is required to perform her
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music. She now composes equally for electronic and acoustic arrangements, and it is clear that
advances in technology will continue to inspire her to find new ways of shaping sounds. Her
vocal music has become an important part of the contemporary repertoire: in 2016 she premiered
a new opera, Only the Sound Remains, and L’amour de Loin became the first full-length opera
written by a woman to be produced at the Metropolitan Opera.60 Saariaho’s experience of music
through other senses continues to influence her work, as does her ever-expanding list of
collaborators; but the connections she made as a young composer in Finland, Germany, and
France remain an integral part of her life and composing.

“Met's 2016-17 Season.” Opera News: February 17, 2016,
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Chapter 2 - Text Setting
Versatility of text declamation is an important skill for singers of contemporary music.
Saariaho’s vocal music presents similar challenges to that of other modern composers, such as
Crumb, Babbitt, Berio, and Ives. In her text on interpretation of Twentieth-Century vocal music,
Sharon Mabry describes text setting in contemporary music from a singer’s perspective. Mabry
notes that “the specific text may not be important; rather, the linking of the vocal color at a given
moment with other sounds being produced provides the essence of the composition.”61 The
variety of ways in which words are set to pitches and rhythms in contemporary vocal music is
certainly a mark of writing for the voice in a contemporary style. As composers experiment with
the very concept of setting text, singers of contemporary music must take into consideration
other ways in which to manipulate words and phrases. Mabry lists several “common devices” of
text setting including truncation, repetition or separation of words, and alteration of “textual
flow”62. These concepts are integral to interpreting the vocal music of Kaija Saariaho.
Saariaho’s perception of text and speech focuses on points at which sound changes, and
she believes “the most living sound is in a constant process of transmission.”63 Her writing for
the voice and setting of text is often done in such a way that obscures the words themselves,
while highlighting their meaning. She achieves this effect through musical settings that sound
contrary to the speech patterns of the text. The dramatic or emotional significance of the word is
thereby elevated above its literal meaning. Saariaho rarely uses unconventional notation for this
type of effect. Instead, she takes advantage of the limitations of the vocal instrument, as well as
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the nature of speech itself in her native Finnish, as well as French and English. She often sets
syllables in a way that is vocally challenging, in extremely quiet dynamics or in high ranges.
Elongating syllables, frequently at the expense of their intelligibility, is a hallmark of Saariaho’s
style. Sometimes she sets only part of a text or line, fragmenting the words. And by blending
acoustic and electronic sounds, she achieves an elevation of text that enhances its meaning
musically and emotionally, rather than literally.
Utilizing the high range of the female voice, Saariaho is able to heighten the drama of a
vocal line and highlight the subtext of certain words. However, in this process the word itself
becomes necessarily distorted, as the vowels in the soprano’s high register converge into only
one optimal configuration (fig. 1). In speech, vowels resonate primarily in the mouth. As the
pitches rise out of the staff, the placement of the resonance results in the movement of this
placement, and a necessary modification of the vowel. In addition, in order to achieve a pleasing
sound in this register, consonants may need to be modified or dropped altogether. Saariaho uses
these limitations of the human voice to her advantage, adding drama and passion to the text.
Fig. 1

Lilli Lehmann’s diagram showing vowel placement in vocal production. The higher the pitch, the more
the vowel must be modified.64
64
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Many of Saariaho’s vocal works at this time were written for Finnish coloratura soprano
Anu Komsi, whose command of her high range is particularly admirable. Although the high
tessitura makes the words virtually unintelligible at times, the emotional meaning behind the text
is clear in Saariaho’s setting, and the vocal line remains full of human emotion. Il pleut (1986) is
composed for soprano and piano or harp. It features slow, methodical descending lines in the
accompaniment, with freer chromatic movement in the voice line. The soprano spends most of
her time in her high register, and the piece begins on high A and Bb. The text here, “il pleut des
voix”[it rains in voices] is marked mp and is difficult to sing in this high register; therefore the
words cannot be pronounced as intelligibly as if it had been set an octave lower. As the singer
descends into her passaggio with the words “des femmes comme si ells étaient mortes,”[of
women as if they were dead] the text becomes easier to articulate. The second phrase “le
souvenir c’est vous aussi qu’il pleut merveilleuses rencontres de ma vie” [the memory, it’s you
as well, that it rains in marvelous remembrances of my life] is in a middle range, and the words
can be sung with clear diction. Only “vie” jumps back above the staff, and the long vowel and
single-syllable word become imbued with the fragility and vulnerability of singing quietly in this
register. The end of the piece jumps back and forth between high and mid/low singing. The text,
“en haut en bas écoute s’il pleut écoute en haut en bas écoute s’il pleut écoute” [high low listen
if it rains listen high low listen if it rains listen] is set alternately in the middle of the staff and on
high A or B above the staff. This is not simply text painting; in this instane “en haut” and “en
bas” are set in a way which opposes their meaning of high/low. “Ecoute” is always set on two
high Bs, and the other text sits within the staff. Conventional French singing pronunciation
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would call for three notes to be set for this word, as the mute [ə] would require another syllable;
yet Saariaho gives only two notes.

Il Pleut, page 3

In Komsi’s recording of this piece, she sings écoute as three syllables on one note, with a
diminuendo to the final syllable. The three vowels of the word [e/u/ə] are all modified to one
vowel, close to [a], in order to be sung properly. Without looking at the music or the text, it is
very difficult to understand this word. However, because the text is set in this high range, the
poignancy and urgency of the drama can be sensed immediately. Even with the calm mp of the
piano accompaniment, the danger in the text escapes via the nature of vocal production in that
high tessitura.
Lounnon Kasvot [Face of Nature], composed in 2013, was also written for Anu Komsi. It
is dedicated to Anulle, a nickname for Komsi. The text is by Pentti Saarikoski, an important
Finnish poet:
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Luonnon Kasvot

Face of Nature

Mutta luonnon kasvot ovat tyynet
Mailman loppun asti.
Kevätpäivät tuoksuvat epätarkoilta
muistoilta,
Käden, kiihtyneen hengityksen.
Metsä on akatemia jonka barbaarit
hävittivät
Tuulessa kuuluu sukupuutoon kuolleiden
Lintujen laulu.

But the face of nature is serene
Until the world ends.
The smell of spring inaccurately dates the
memorial evening,
A hand, accelerated breathing,
The forest is an academy which barbarians
destroyed.
Wind falls, extinction of the dead
Birds’ song.

Saariaho’s setting intersperses vocalises between verses of the text, and repeats words or phrases
occasionally. The very highest notes in the soprano part are in the vocalises, and the text is set
within the staff until the last two pages. Here, Saariaho sets the text in a register previously
reserved for the vocalise. Metsä on akatemia jonka barbaarit hävittivät sits up at the top of the
passaggio, rising to a high A on barbaarit. Tuulessa kuuluu, which is repeated after a vocalise
interjection, is set above the staff on high A and G#. This choice of text setting points a stark
finger at the barbarians who have destroyed the natural academy of the forest, and laments
helplessly the death of the wind. The chilling effect of the voice in this register is caused by the
vocal necessity of vowel and consonant modification. In Anu Komsi’s performance of this piece,
as well as Il Pleut, she often sings with limited or no vibrano in these instances. This technique
allows her to produce the high pitch at a quiet volume, and adds an ethereal quality to the sound.
Saariaho’s setting of text in this register isn’t always marked mp or p, and so does not always
take on the thin and vulnerable qualities expressed in Il pleut and Luonnon Kasvot.
Changing Light for soprano and violin was written in 2002. The English poetry is by
Rabbi Jules Harlow:
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Light and darkness, night and day.
We marvel at the mystery of the stars.
Moon and sky, sand and sea.
We marvel at the mystery of the sun.
Twilight, high noon, dusk and dawn.
Though we are mortal, we are Creations’ crown.
Flesh and bone, steel and stone.
We dwell in fragile, temporary shelters.
Grant steadfast love, compassion, grace.
Sustain us, Lord; our origin is dust.
Splendor, mercy, majesty, love endure.
We are but little lower than the angels.
Resplendent skies, sunset, sunrise.
The grandeur of Creation lifts our lives.
Evening darkness, morning dawn.
Renew our lives as You renew all time.
The first instance of high-register text placement comes early in the piece, in measure 11. Here
the word “stars” is set on a high A#. In addition, an upper-semitone trill lasts for the duration of
the note, reflecting the mystery described in the text. The same trill also occurs on the word
“sun” in measure 25, as the form of the poem repeats. The line “Though we are mortal, we are
creation’s crown” climbs again above the soprano’s passaggio. Because of the setting, the words
“mortal” and “crown” will be lost without moderate effort on the singer’s part. This effort
corresponds to the molto espressivo marking, and lends a declamatory emphasis to the text.

Changing Light, measures 34-37
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The soprano is asked to climb again to her high register on the supplication “Sustain us, Lord,”
and a high Bb is marked mf passionato. The violin supports a natural swell on the high note with
the marking poco passionato. This high note differs from the one at the end if Il pleut; Saariaho’s
choice of dynamics, combined with a rest before and after the note, indicates that this is a
dramatic moment meant to be sung with full-sounding vocal energy and vibrato. The additional
effort to communicate the consonants of this word clearly will naturally depict a strong, potent
image of the deity. The same note, however, marked with a diminuendo to p on the next page,
gives a very ethereal and fragile color to the word “angels.”

Changing Light, measures 75-79

This quiet note, disassociated from the text surrounding it because of its tessitura, more closely
resembles Saariaho’s previous use of the high register of the female voice. At the end of the
piece both types of high-note singing are called for: “all time” is repeated, once marked f molto
passionato and then mp dolce. With this repetition Saariaho assures that the audience will better
understand the text, since the vowels will be modified extremely in favor of vocal production
only on the second singing of it. Dramatically, the force and power of God is contrasted with the
frailty of humanity, embodied in the upper of the soprano.
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Quatre Instants was for Saariaho was a way for her to explore vocal writing in
preparation for her operas, and had its premiere in 2003 with soprano Karita Mattila. The text is
by Amin Maalouf, who also collaborated with Saariaho on her operatic works L’amour de Loin,
Adriana Mater, La Passion de Simone, and Emilie. Saariaho’s use of the soprano’s high register
to timbrally heighten the text is best heard in movement II, Douleur.
Je ne voulais pas croiser son regard
Le remords me brûle
Mes yeux se sont tournés vers lui
Mes yeux ne m’ont pas obéi

I did not want to meet his gaze
Regret burns me.
My eyes turned themselves towards him
My eyes didn’t obey me

Je ne voulais pas croiser son chemin
Le remords me brûle
Mes pas m’ont conduite vers lui
Mes pas ne m’ont pas obéi

I did not want to meet his path
Regret burns me
My steps conducted me towards him
My steps didn’t obey me

Cette nuit-là, je m’en souviens,
La lune était pleine
Ma porte s’est ouverte à lui
Puis, doucement, refermée

That night, I remember,
The moon was full
My door was opened to him
Then, gently, closed again.

Je ne voulais pas que ses bras m’enlacent
Le remords me brûle
Mon corps a dérivé vers lui
Mon corps ne m’a pas obéi

I didn’t want his arms to entwine around me
Regret burns me
My body drifted towards him
My body didn’t obey me

J’aurais tellement voulu le garder
Le remords me brûle
Un jour de plus, une autre nuit
Il ne m’a pas obéi

I would have so much liked to keep it
Regret burns me
One more day, another night
He didn’t obey me.

Cette nuit-là, je m’en souviens,
La lune était pleine

That night, I remember,
The moon was full

The song opens with very clear text, which repeats throughout the poem. Saariaho sets it first as
spoken in the soprano’s middle range in rhythm, but not sung. The syllables receive pitch after
the first utterance, and the rhythm is given a close melodic shape of oscillating half-steps in the
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soprano’s lower middle range, F#/G. After another section of speech, the text “Mes yeux se sont
tournées” extends above the passaggio, necessitating vowel modification on mes yeux and sont
especially. The song alternates between sections of low singing and speech, and high soaring
phrases where the text becomes distorted and disembodied. This depicts the speaker’s inability to
free herself of her lover.
Repeated and stretched syllables, especially in the soprano’s high range, are the
cornerstone of Saariaho’s static but fluid creation of timbral soundscapes. Along with the effect
of high-range singing, Saariaho very frequently elongates syllables in a way that is contrary to
their patterns in speech. By elongating parts of the text dramatically, Saariaho obscures the
meaning of the words but emphasizes the emotions of the speaker. Elongated syllables are often
further highlighted with a trill or shake, hiding the linguistic meaning of the word by
manipulating the vowel. This epitomizes the old adage prima la musiche – the nuances of the
musical expression trumps the desire for the words to be understood as text.
Quatre Instants is an important work in understanding Saariaho’s use of the soprano
voice because it is dominated by the high, sustained notes that are characteristic of the
composer’s style. The texts of these four songs deal with a distant beloved. The music of Quatre
Instants is characterized by sustained pitches that convey the ethereal pain and longing of
separation. The elongation of syllables most frequently occurs on the highest pitch of a phrase.
The first instance is in the first movement, Attente [Waiting].
Je suis la barque qui dérive
Mon amant est sur l’autre rive
Et la mer est si vaste

I am the little boat that drifts
My love is on the other river
And the ocean is so vast

Je suis la barque qui dérive
Mon amant est sur l’autre rive

I am the little boat that drifts
My lover is on the other river
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Et le vent est tombé

And the wind has dropped

J’ai déployé toutes les voiles
Pour que le vent me pousse

I’ve raised all the sails
So that the wind would push me

J’ai déployé toutes les voiles
Pour que l’amant me voie

I’ve raised all the sails
So that my love can see me

The first word that is elongated extremely is “vaste” in measure 33. The word is set on two
syllables with a grace note for the final syllable, as is common in French singing. The final
syllable is a full eight beats away from the first consonant. The word is marked p after a
decrescendo from mf.

Attente, Quatre Instants, m. 31-33

While the soprano holds the note, the piano continues its triplet figure in the right hand and drops
to the lowest pitch heard thus far in the left hand. The movement in the accompaniment,
contrasted with the static sound of the quiet high sustained note, causes the listener to stop
hearing the word and simply hear the [a] vowel and the high pitch. It isn’t until the end of the
next measure that the deflated [stə] confirms that the sound is also a word. This sense of
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disorientation, although caused by the dreamy elongation of the syllable and subsequent
dissociation from its literal meaning, strengthens the dramatic meaning of the word “vast.”
The extended, sustained sound, often very high, quiet, and carefully produced, thus
achieves a particular effect. This compositional technique achieves the other-worldliness,
dissociation, and suspension associated with Saariaho’s music. Movement III Parfum de l’instant
is even more solidly in this sound world.
Tu es auprès de moi
Mais je ferme les yeux
Pour t’imaginer

You are near me
But I close my eyes
To imagine you

Nos lèvres se frȏlent
Nos doigts s’emmêlent
Nos corps se découvrent
Mais je ferme les yeux
Pour rêver de toi

Our lips graze one another
Our fingers blend together
Our bodies discover one another
But I close my eyes
To dream of you

Tu es le parfum de l’instant
Tu es la peau du rêve
Et déjà la matière du souvenir

You are the perfume of the moment
You are the skin of the dream
And already the material of remembrance

The first line, which Saariaho repeats, ends each time with an elongated note. The first “moi” is
marked with a fermata on a D, which is the beginning of the soprano passaggio. When the text
repeats after a pause, the singer sustains an A on the word “moi” for four full measures.
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Quatre Instants, Movement III, measures 1-12

32nd-notes and glissandos marked pppp in the piano enhance the dream-like quality of the music.
This musical device is repeated in the phrase “rêver de toi,” and “toi” is held for four measures,
with the same quiet and ghostly scoring underneath. “Rêve” and “souvenir” at the end of the piece
are also elongated, although each of these syllables are given only eight beats this time. These
elongations, combined with the repetition of lines, create a ritualistic and trance-like vocal line.
The syllabic lengthening draws the words away from the meanings they hold in speech, and elevate
them in a dramatic way.
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The text setting in the fourth song of Quatre Instants imitates sections of the earlier
movements. This compositional device is appropriate given the reflective text in this poem,
Résonances [Resonances]. Just as Maalouf’s text uses fragments of the three previous poems,
Saariaho’s music builds on the musical motives she has used previously.
Ma porte s’est ouverte à lui
Puis, doucement, refermée
J’ai déployé toutes les voiles
Pour que l’amant me voie

My door opened to him
Then, gently, closed again
I raised all the sails
So that my love could see me

J’aurais tellement voulu te garder
Nos doigts s’emmêlent
Nos corps se découvrent

I would have wanted so much to keep you
Our fingers blended together
Our bodies discovering one another

Tu es le parfum de l’instant
Tu es la peau du rêve

You are the perfume of the moment
You are the skin of the dream

J’aurais tellement voulu te garder
Nos corps se découvrent
Mais je ferme les yeux

I would have wanted so much to keep you
Our bodies discovering one another
But I close my eyes

J’aurais tellement voulu te garder
I so much would have liked to keep you
Le remords me brûle
Remorse burns me
Mais je ferme les yeux
But I close my eyes
Je suis la barque qui dérive
I am the little boat that drifts
Mon amant est sur l’autre rive
My love is on the other river
Et le vent est tombé
And the wind has fallen
Saariaho doesn’t repeat the music of the previous movements directly, but sets the text in a way
that causes the listener to remember the movement where it first appeared. “Pour que l’amant
me voie,” “Toi,” and “rêve” all receive the elongated, high-note treatment associated with the
first and third movements, to the same effect.
Saariaho sometimes only sets fragments of the original text, further separating words
from their meaning in speech. Her choice to set only a part of a text confounds the linguistic
meaning but ultimately illuminates the poem’s emotional subtext. Saariaho’s fragmenting and
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reordering of text has been referred to as a “fragmentary text collage.”65 In From the Grammar
of Dreams, composed in 2000, the composer sets fragmented texts by Sylvia Plath. The first
song, which Saariaho describes as “the musical representation of a nightmare,” demonstrates this
fragmenting.66 In addition to the words or phrases that are broken up and separated, the syllables
themselves are set in a detached and halting way. The entrance of the soprano voice
demonstrates this concept immediately: in measure 2 the word “it” is broken up into three
sounds, [I, t, d]. The [d] sound, marked sff, is meant to represent a voiced, and therefore more
dramatic, [t]. The soprano line continues in this way, as the text “happens will it go on my mind
a rock no fingers to grip…” is fragmented so completely that the gasping, trepidatious effect
mars the intelligibility of the text. Some words, like “happen” and “mind,” and are broken
completely apart. The sounds are split up, and [h, h, a, p ən, s] and [m, aj, n, d] are set on
separate notes, sometimes with rests in between. In this way, the panting and horrifying drama of
the nightmare is brought to life through the expression of the text, and at the expense of its
linguistic intelligibility.
Her setting of text in Lonh is also completely conceived in this way. The full text is
provided for the musicians at the beginning of the score, but Saariaho only chooses some of the
words to include in her piece. Written in 1996 for Dawn Upshaw, it is Saariaho’s first work for
soprano and electronics. It includes extended techniques, which mainly requires the singer to
produce sound with varying degrees of breathiness. The text consists of seven stanzas, and
describes a distant beloved. Saariaho sets the entire text of the first stanza as a prologue, spoken
freely and marked mp sempre. It may be recited in either French or English, and is meant to be
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understood perfectly by the audience. After the clear declamation of this text, presumably in a
language the audience understands well, Saariaho takes more freedom with her text setting and
makes choices that are contrary to the speech patterns of the words. The first stanza is sung in
Occitan, a medieval Mediterranean language spoken in the southern regions of France. Occitan
differs markedly from French in its final consonants; the language is full of words that end with
the [ts] sound, a characteristic that Saariaho makes good use of in her elongated and separated
syllabic style. Nearly every syllable receives a unique timbral marking, either varying the
amount of breath in the sound, trilling, speaking, elongating consonants, or adding accents.
Saariaho’s setting of the second stanza uses a similar musical style, with rests between words or
syllables and varying breath indication. However, at this point, she begins to leave out words as
she continues to create a separated, ethereal musical world. Though the recorded voice, which is
part of the electronic accompaniment, voices some of these missing syllables and words, some
things are omitted altogether. In the last three movements Saariaho sets only a few lines from
each stanza, using fragments from stanza VI and splitting several phrases from stanza VII into
two movements. By reciting the first stanza at the beginning of the piece, she has given the
audience all the necessary information to interpret the meaning of the music. Her setting of the
remaining text gives the singer a remarkable degree of freedom to imbue the syllables with
meaning, longing, despair, and hope. By separating the words from their meaning, Saariaho has
total freedom to express the text in her unique style. The human sound of the voice is thereby
elevated above the meaning of the text. The hallmarks of Saariaho’s text setting – elongated
syllables and high, quiet singing – achieve their aim most effectively in this way, liberating the
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human emotion in the voice from the meanings of the consonant and vowel combinations
through which it speaks.
Blending acoustic and electronic sounds allows Saariaho to use timbre as a means of
musical communication. Several of her works are designed for live instruments to be played
along with the singer and the tape; others are just for a singer and electronics. These manipulated
sounds often include recordings of the soprano for whom the piece was written, thus misleading
the audience’s perception of live and recorded sound and allowing for perfectly-formed echoes
and imitations. Saariaho uses the electronics to fill in missing pieces of text from the vocal line
of Lonh. Although sometimes adding linguistic and syllabic clarity, the electronics also blur the
text at times. At the beginning of the piece Saariaho establishes an electronic drone, which is
comprised of a manipulated recording of Dawn Upshaw’s voice. This choral drone can be heard
as a very vibrant [m] or muted [˅], and the timbre of the electronic sound makes it difficult to
place as a vowel or consonant. The piece continues with the voice singing and the tape
whispering or droning. Sometimes the voice and electronics have a bit of interplay, as in measure
137. Here the recorded voice sounds in a lower octave, making it a distinct shadow of the
singer’s line. In measures 165 through 169, however, a moment of role-reversal occurs as the
vocalist hums in her low register and the tape whispers words in English, then in Occitan, at the
approximate frequency of the vocal line.

Lonh, measures 164-168
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The mix of timbres in a similar octave, as well as the switch between languages, masks the text
here. The subject of this phrase is Truth, and Saariaho’s setting demonstrates its unattainability.
As the piece continues, the vocal line separates from the electronics for a few stanzas, and the
recorded sounds are mostly percussive. But in the final movement the voice blends again with
the tape. This is most often achieved with the [s] sound being passed back and forth between the
voice and electronics. The hissing [s] phoneme acts both linguistically and timbrally in this
piece; it is an important part of the language, but can also be heard in the manipulated percussion
and bird-call sounds of the electronics. This hissing sound, which is often prolonged, is created
with multiple frequencies and so doesn’t sound as a pitch; in this way it is similar to the humanproduced sound, which is an unvoiced and sustained fricative. Beginning in measures 406-415
the vocal line is predominately long held notes with decorative initial grace notes, similar to the
effect of a Schleifer in Baroque music. This melodic pattern is the predominant musical motive
of the piece. However, now the held [a] vowels occasionally disappear into [s] and [h] and create
the sort of drone that was developed in the electronics at the beginning of the piece. These soft,
fricative sounds of the voice blend with the background electronics, which are marked
continuous background in measure 432. The vocal text is full of the [s] sound and [a] vowel, and
the singer alternates between singing and whispering the words “non fos amatz.” In the ending
of the piece the tape repeats “amatz, amatz,” the harmonic rhythm in the voice line slows and
gradually stops on a fermata, and the singer holds the [ts:] syllable as the tape fades out.
Although the syntactic structure of the phrase is completely lost in this last gesture, the word
“amatz” is given full dramatic weight and breadth, allowing the music to swirl around the
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meaning of loving in the past tense. This deep sense of meaning is achieved through the hissing
and wailing sounds inherent in the word, which Saariaho emphasizes through her text setting.
When Saariaho obscures a word’s meaning in order to emphasize its dramatic function,
the singer is given a unique opportunity. Contrary to traditional methods of text-setting,
Saariaho’s music allows the performer to embrace a more powerful, if less literal, interpretation
of the words. It invites the singer to explore the very idea of how she articulates text; she is
encouraged to open a channel of communication that is supra-syntactic. By transcending syntax
and literal meaning, Saariaho invites the singer to approach text in a purely musical and
emotional way. Singing text with this very visceral and human intention, the performer taps into
the dramatic significance of the word and eschews its literal meaning. By stretching syllables,
fragmenting text or words, and shadowing the vocal line with electronics, Saariaho elevates text
beyond its literal meaning and allows the singer to use her sound in a way that is especially
emotional and intensely musical.
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Chapter 3 – Extended Techniques and Notation
Saariaho’s writing for the voice often includes sounds outside of classical vocal
technique, but the effects called for in her music are organically grounded in the text she sets and
mood she creates. Her musical goal is often to demonstrate dichotomies of timbre and sound,
“categorizing musical sound colors, such as rough, smooth, bright, and clear.”67 To achieve
these types of sound, Saariaho seeks to use many aspects of the human vocal mechanism. When
she sets text in unconventional ways, the result is an unconventional sound. Although aspects of
her use of range and syllable extension (discussed in previous chapters) may at times feel like a
kind of extended technique to singers who are used to singing common-practice opera, compared
to many of her contemporaries, Saariaho uses relatively few methods of unconventional vocal
production. In addition, beyond the negotiation of non-traditional text setting, singers of
Saariaho’s music must be prepared to interpret indications to produce sound with varying
amounts of air, vibrato, and microtonal pitch manipulation. In general, these effects are intended
to be timbral fluctuations. Although Saariaho’s notation for these extended techniques are not
consistent, they are always intuitive and linked to a desired mood or expression and are often
well-defined in an introduction in the score. It is also helpful to consider whom the pieces were
written for, and listen to recordings of the singer Saariaho had in mind.
Extended techniques for the voice are sometimes extra-musical, including speech,
whispering, inhaled phonation, and other non-singing sounds. The first instance of such an
application in Western music is Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire, composed in 1912. The voice,
more so than traditionally-used instruments in Western classical music, has the ability to
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seamlessly convey a wide range of timbres “both because of its amazing flexibility and variety of
sound generation and its direct accessibility (compared, for example, with computer
synthesis).”68 Vocalists trained in extended techniques is able to step outside of classical
technique and produce any number of human utterances. It must be said that these techniques,
approached without proper training and understanding, can be extremely harmful to the vocal
mechanism. Some sounds such as yelling or shouting, inhaled singing, and multiphonic singing
must be studied and mastered before they can be performed safely. Other techniques like
glissandi, trills, and microtonal singing require only a slight deviation from comfortable bel
canto singing. Saariaho’s extended techniques tend to be modifications of conventional classical
singing. She often calls for sounds that incorporate speech and unpitched declamation within
sung passages. Variation of the amount of air in the sound, as well as the amount of vibration in
the sound, is another technique she favors. The microtonal singing in Saariaho’s music is
generally not precise, leading or ending a sung note or used in a glissando. The trills and shakes
she indicates in her scores serve a timbral, rather than a cadential or vocalistic, function. Her
notation for these extended techniques is usually very clear, and tends to be based on traditional
notation. However, sometimes the indications are ambiguous, and additional information is
needed to interpret the symbols. Even within a single piece, Saariaho may vary the ways in
which she indicates a certain type of extended technique. Her notation is based on her study of
the music of Berio and Ferneyhough and is very intuitive, however, once the singer becomes
familiar with her style. The text and accompaniment, and resulting mood, are usually enough to
resolve any doubts about the sound desired by the composer. However, recordings made by the
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singers for whom the pieces were written are the best source for resolving inconsistencies within
a score.
Speech in Saariaho’s music serves two main functions. The first is that of a simple
narrative tool. The only clear example of this kind of story-telling speech is in the Prologue of
Lonh. Speaking, rather than singing, the soprano communicates the text clearly, preserving its
form and rhyme scheme. Saariaho indicates that the text may be spoken in either French or
English. The French translation from Occitan was made by the poet Jacques Roubaud. It is
assumed that Saariaho herself translated the French into English; this translation contains one
peculiar error which Saariaho kept purposefully. The final words of the Prologue are
mistranslated: green instead of winter. Saariaho preferred this word, perhaps because it
something of the closed [e] vowel of the original French.69 Setting this introductory text as
speech serves to set up the drama of the piece and open the dream-world of the distant beloved
that unfolds in later movements. The electronic accompaniment is comprised of whispering,
hushed sounds which continue throughout the live recitation. This background noise is created
through manipulations of both human utterances and birdsong, with an electronic effect of
whispering wind. The effect is slightly eerie, and the speech of the soprano creates moments of
intelligible syllables that emerge from a wash of similar sounds. This technique is not found
again until the final movement of the work, when in measures 410 and 427 the singer whispers a
repeated text, “Mas so q’ieu vuoill” (Mais ce que je veux/But what I want). Here the text is given
in Occitan, rather than letting the singer choose the language.
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The notation for the narration in the Prologue of Lonh is very straightforward. The text is
printed in the space between the staves, where a singer would normally find it. Normal type is
used for the French, and the English appears on a second line in italics. There is nothing marked
in the singer’s staff. In measure 8, where the recitation begins, Saariaho gives the instruction to
“recite simply in French or English” and marks the passage mp sempre. She also includes an
indication that the speech should be whispered, with a symbol she defines in the introduction to
the score. The symbol is a hollow circle, and appears in the music next to the dynamic marking.
Without any indications in the staff, the singer has a great deal of freedom in interpreting the
tempo and pace of the speech. Saariaho places the words in the score above the accompaniment
in particular places, making it clear where each phrase should occur. The first phrase takes place
in measures 8-10, the second in measures 13-15, etc. Judging from the spacing of the text on the
page, it is clear that Saariaho desires that the text should stop and start, and line up with the
electronic accompaniment as indicated. The accompaniment line, which includes one treble clef
and one staff meant to represent rhythm only, is provided as a guide for the singer to match pace
with the electronics. The pitchless “Recorded percussion” staff in the Prologue is notated such
that the singer can match her speech to the repeating pattern. The provided notation also includes
changes in the electronics, such as an alteration in the filter used in measure 15, the beginning of
the recorded singing sounds in measure 17, and the word “forest” in measure 29. These
indications are meant to aid the singer in staying in time with the recorded electronics, which of
course progress without her influence. Similarly, in the final movement of the work Saariaho
indicates that the text should be whispered slowly, and the words are printed in the measure in
which the speaking takes place.
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Lonh, page 1, Prologue

Saariaho also employs speech in a more musical context. In the second movement of
Lonh she calls for a spoken, pitchless sound but indicates a specific rhythm and timbre. Measures
126, 165, and 175-178 demonstrate this technique. The text here is set in a broken, expressive
way, and the speech aspects of the vocalism are not meant to aid narration or make the words
easier to understand.

Lonh, measures 175-178

Saariaho has set only a part of the text, omitting words and obscuring syllables in a way that
hinders their intelligibility. Rather than allowing the text to be better understood, the whispered
and spoken text is a timbral effect. It is a natural development of the augmentation and
syllabification of the words in the previous line. Throughout the movement, Saariaho extends
and emphasizes individual phonemes within words, most notably [m]. With a voiced consonant,
this elongation is produced through vocal technique and is sung. This prolonged voiced [m]
gives way to the sighing spoken text in measure 126. In measure 165, however, the prolonged
phoneme is [s]. It is now part of an un-sung, but still partially voiced, utterance. The text is
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intended to be spoken with varying degrees of breath in the sound, creating an interesting vocal
effect through this extended technique.
Unlike the spoken passage in the Prologue, the speech in Movement II is given a
particular rhythmic notation. The rhythm is indicated using stemmed notation, which is normal
except that instead of noteheads the stems are attached to a symbol: ×. The rhythmic notation is
written entirely on the same level of the staff, and does not climb or fall. This may appear to be
an indication that the text should be spoken in a monotone; however, Dawn Upshaw’s recording
demonstrates that the text should be spoken with natural and expressive inflection.70 Using the
solid, partially filled, and hollow circle symbols defined in the introduction, Saariaho indicates
the amount of air that the singer should express in her speech. In measure 126 the half-filled
circle signifies that a partially-voiced sound, such as a stage whisper, is called for. Other spoken
passages begin with a speaking voice and end in a whisper. An arrow indicates the duration of
the transition, with a solid circle at the beginning and an empty circle at the end of the indicated
section. Dynamic markings accompany the circle markings: mp in measure 165 and a
decrescendo to pp in measure 177. These markings are intended to influence the timbre of the
singer’s voice as she speaks the text. Occurrences of this sort of Sprechstimme are differentiated
by Saariaho’s circle notation. Measure 222, for example, is in a phrase of music that is marked
with a filled-in circle. This speech is notated with × noteheads and pitches are indicated. The text
in this instance is therefore meant to be spoken on pitch. In measure 237 and 238, however, the
notation does not indicate a change in pitch, and an empty circle appears above the staff. These
words are meant to be whispered. Measure 126 is intended to sound in the middle of these two
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techniques; the noteheads do not indicate a change in pitch on the staff, but they are not meant to
be fully whispered. A half-filled circle indicates that the text is meant to be softly spoken, or
articulated with a partially-voiced stage whisper. Saariaho intended the singer to have creative
control over these moments, so the singer should choose a sound which she feels serves the text
and acknowledges Saariaho’s intentions. Paying close attention to Saariaho’s circle indications,
the singer will be able to intuit when to speak with a loose intonation, when to half-whisper, halfsing, and when to truly whisper the text.

Lonh, page 5, Movement II

Notated speech is used in a slightly different way in Quatre Instants. This piece was
commissioned by the Parisian Théâtre du Châtelet, and was premiered in 2003 for Karita Mattila
and Juija Hakkila. The speech section in movement II of Quatre Instants, entitled “Douleur,” is
the only instance of extended technique in the piece. Unlike in Lonh timbral intentions are not
indicated in the spoken section of Quatre Instants. Rather, the accompaniment of this song cycle
gives the singer more interpretive instructions than the electronics of Lonh. In movement II of
Quatre Instants the piano begins this fast movement with an expressive rolled chord. It is
extremely dissonant and extends down into very low range of the piano. The chord is marked sfz,
but it immediately gives way to a two-against-three repetitive pattern in the middle range of the
instrument. The voice joins with the rhythm of the right hand, repeating the text “le remords me
brule” (remorse burns me). Saariaho notates the soprano’s line with conventional barred notes
representing rhythm, but instead of traditional noteheads the stems are connected to a symbol, x.
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Quatre Instants, page 6, Mvt II, “Douleur”

There is no legend in the front of the score indicating that these notes are meant to be spoken in
any particular way. However, accents above each iteration of “brule” show that this word should
be emphasized. Interestingly in this passage, Saariaho positions the × noteheads on the staff, and
marks accidentals, indicating that this speech should be pitched in some way. After five
measures of this extended technique, a switch to traditional notation tells the singer that she
should sing normally beginning in measure 7. This next phrase is identical to the previous one,
except the × symbols are now traditional noteheads. Saariaho switches back to the × indication in
measure 25, then reverts again to traditional notation. In Mattila’s 2006 recording with Martin
Katz at the Finnish National Opera in Helsinki, she performs these pitched-speech sections with
a gruff and visceral chest voice, bending the notes so that the pitches have an ambiguous center
and sound intentionally out of tune71. Mattila employs the same husky sound in measure 25. The
sound is completely straight-tone and has a pushing urgency, making use of the soprano’s low
chest voice. In this way Mattila drops the focus and placement of her sung voice, but keeps the
phonation connected to her breath. This technique achieves Saariaho’s intention of a panicked,
woeful utterance.
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Saariaho often calls for timbral colorations of the vocalist’s singing by describing the
amount of air present in the sound. In the application of traditional vocal technique, a singer
strives for a pure tone with no breathiness. This type of sound is described as well-supported, and
the resulting vibrant resonance is described as core or presence. Richard Miller describes the
achievement of this technique:
Technical skill in singing is largely dependent on the singer’s ability to achieve
consistently that fine coordination of airflow and phonation – the vocal contest – which is
determined by cooperation among the muscles of the larynx and the chest wall, and
diaphragmatic contraction, a dynamic balancing between subglottic pressure and vocalfold resonance.72
Although this description of proper phonation may seem overly technical and impossibly
specific, experienced singers will easily recognize Miller’s description of well-produced singing.
The balance and coordination of the musculature of the abdomen, the proper control of subglottal
pressure, and the optimal positioning of the laryngopharynx are developed through years of
practice. Muscle memory plays a very large role in the attaining of this technique, since the vocal
fold themselves lack nerve endings and cannot be felt like other parts of the body. Singers of
classical music have an extremely developed sense of muscle memory in these physical systems,
and therefore deviation from the sounds called for in pre-20th-century music can be challenging
and even damaging for singers. Even in speech, singers are trained to use proper support and a
tone rich in core sound. Saariaho’s instructions to the singer to mix varying degrees of
breathiness into her sound must be accomplished with a reliance on breath support, rather than
muscular manipulation in the neck and oropharynx. The technique is difficult, but the
development of this technique results in a higher potential for expressiveness in Saariaho’s
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music. Singers will recognize it as a similar technique to the operatic sotto voce, which requires a
sound that is reminiscent of a stage whisper.
In Lonh Saariaho uses variations in breathiness of sound more than any other piece. The
piece was written for Dawn Upshaw, who had explored these types of techniques in her
professional work and was known to have a mastery over them. In addition to varying the
breathiness of the singer’s speech, Saariaho uses a similar technique to achieve a broad range of
timbres in the sung sections of this piece. The first occurrence of this extended technique is in
measure 40, at the beginning of the first movement. Here, Saariaho instructs the soprano to
resonate on the consonant [m] with a mix of core and breath in the sound. Mixing breathiness
into the core timbre is fairly complicated in this instance, since the phonated sound is nasal. The
[m] sound vibrates completely through the nose, since the mouth is closed to make the sound.
With regards to vocal technique, there are a few options to create this effect. The first is to put
more air through the vocal mechanism than is necessary, without building up subglottal pressure.
This technique results in the lowering of the larynx and more active engagement of the lips, since
the extra air will tend to escape from the mouth. Since this note is marked p, another, simpler
approach may be more effective and less vocally taxing (after all, it’s only the first movement!).
Humming the note with a sort of fil de voce sensation, and intentionally obscuring the core of the
hummed sound, will yield the desired result.
Saariaho uses this half-core sound as the predominant vocalism until measure 45. Then,
on the word “jorn,” the singer begins with a full core sound and transitions to a complete whisper
over the course of the note (just over two beats). This technique is extremely difficult, and takes
a great deal of practice to achieve a consistent, gradual change from a sound full of vibrant core
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to a whisper. Upshaw expressed dismay at not being able to perform the technique as well as she
would like, since the coordination involved is so tricky.73 However, these extended techniques
can be better understood using the approach of the Estill vocal technique model. This method,
developed by singer and researcher Jo Estill, uses physiological research of the vocal mechanism
to describe and achieve specific vocal sounds. Unlike traditional classical vocal technique, Estill
technique is not intended for use in a single genre, nor is it concerned with attaining a
historically- or artistically-accepted sound. Instead, Estill was interested in understanding how
the physical attributes of the human vocal mechanism contribute to the sounds we make. As a
researcher at the Department of Otolaryngology in Syracuse, NY, she developed a model which
focuses on six voice qualities. Estill lays out her vocal qualities in an article written with several
voice pathologists and otolaryngologists:74
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Speech quality – as in popular ballads, folk music, or operatic recitative, or heard in the
speech of newscasters. [This quality results from a fairly short laryngeal space, often with a
lowered velum.]
Falsetto quality – as in early music, some boys’ choirs. [The vocal folds are raised
posteriorly].
Sob quality – associated often with classic lieder singing, lullabies, or in the soft speech
heard when in mourning. [This quality utilizes a tilted laryngeal position].
Twang quality – as in country and western music. [A bright, present sound achieved by a
raised soft palate and strong front-resonance in what is known as the Singer’s Forment].
Opera quality – heard on the operatic stage or on the Shakespearean stage. [It involves a
fully elongated laryngeal space, raised velum, and front resonance or twang].
Belting quality – made famous by Ethel Merman, but heard in speech all over the world.

These qualities result from a method of production with three components that determine the
characteristics of the sound: Power, Source, and Filter. The Power of the sound is the source of
the sound itself; in singing, the sound originates from the onset of the airflow through the vocal
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folds. When singing, the onset and offset of a note are determined by the nature of the breath’s
interaction with the vocal folds, or Power. The breathiness of the beginning or end of a note will
vary depending on the coordination of breath and vocal onset. “The voice onset and beginning of
airflow (exhalation) exhibit three distinct patterns: (1) release with glottal stop, (2) delayed voice
onset or preaspirated voicing, and (3) gradual voicing.”75 The Source is affected by the structures
in the larynx many ways. Constriction and retraction of the false vocal folds create a constricted
or free sound. The height and position of the Vocal Fold Plane affects the quality of the sound,
and sudden shifts in the plane’s position will result in yodel-like breaks. Varying the mass of the
vocal folds is associated with varying vocal intensity. Thick folds yield a stronger dynamic; thin
folds produce soft notes using the edges of the vocal cords; and stiff folds are held in place,
letting more air through the opening of the folds. The degree of laryngeal, cricoid, or thyroid tilt
results in different timbres of sound, and “the thyroid is known to tilt forward at high pitches, but
it can be tilted forward at any frequency or held in a vertical position. Its movement is quality
dependent…The cricoid is tilted anteriorly in the Belting quality.”76 In Estill’s model, the sound
made by a tilted thyroid is called a Cry or Sob quality. The Filter is the final step of alteration in
the sound, and includes the movement and arrangement of the soft palate, pharynx, tongue, and
aryepiglottic sphincter, as well as the engagement of head and neck muscles and tongue.77 This
model of vocal production is incredibly helpful in navigating the spectrum of breathy and fullvoiced sounds of Lonh, since it allows the singer to produce different timbres and breathy sounds
safely with a high degree of success and fidelity.
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In measure 40, a partially breathy sound is required. This type of vocal production
requires stiff folds with no laryngeal tilt, according to the Estill model. The symbols above the
vocal line in measure 45 begin with a solid circle, followed by an arrow pointing to the right,
ending in a hollow circle. This indicates that the singer should transition from full-voiced singing
to whispering over the course of the note. In the Estill method, this can be achieved by varying
the vocal fold mass, transitioning from thin to stiff folds.78 As the singer holds the note, she
reduces the tilt of her larynx and slightly separates her vocal folds, eliminating vibrato and
adding breathiness. Later in the piece on the word “gelatz,” in addition to the indication that the
singer’s sound should progress from voiced to unvoiced, there is an extra “z” written at the end
of the word, notated with a × notehead. This final sound in this gesture in measure 91 is marked
slightly after the hollow circle, signifying that the singer’s sound has decayed to a whisper before
the final sound of the word. Saariaho repeats the letter (which is pronounced [ts]) to indicate that
the singer should linger on the final hissing phoneme.

Lonh, page 3, measures 90-91

But the vocal technique required for the singing-to-whispering transition is complicated by the
fact that the final sound of the word is unvoiced; therefore the end of the word will necessarily be
whispered, whether or not the singer achieves a gradual transition from singing. Over the course
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of the [lats] sound of the final syllable the singer will therefore gradually add air to her sound, so
that she is whispering just before she articulates the final [ts] sound. This transition happens over
the course of a mere beat and a half; a truly mathematically incremental transition from singing
to whispering, and a perfectly timed [ts] articulation, is difficult to achieve. The final sound can
be understood as an Estill breath-offset, with air escaping after phonation has ceased.
Throughout Lonh Saariaho calls for specific breath sounds in the soprano line, and the singer
must be prepared to attempt this technique on a single vowel or voiced consonant, as well as over
the course of a phrase.
It is also important to note when Saariaho doesn’t use her circle notation. The entrance of
the soprano in Movement II is marked with a full circle, which indicates a switch to a full
singing voice. The voice decays to a whisper in measure 112, but the entrance in measure 117 is
not given a breath-sound indication. Measure 117 is marked p, but there is no accompanying
circle notation. Therefore, this entrance should be sung normally, even though the last circle
notation indicated a whisper. In measure 122, the half-circle is used again, with a dynamic
marking of mp. Although this utterance has a higher dynamic than that of measure 117, it should
be infused with even more breath in the sound and stiff vocal folds. This effect can be produced
by holding the larynx evenly to prevent tilt, and increasing the amount of air passing through the
vocal folds as well as its speed. The nasalized but breathy consonant [m] in measure 123 is
achieved by using the same method of vocal production, with the addition of lowering the velum
so that air can pass through the nasal cavity.
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Lonh, measures 121-23

The amount of instruction in this piece can seem overwhelming at times; on page 7,
Saariaho varies the breathiness of the sound and dynamics extensively and often. Measure 209 is
marked passionato; a crescendo to ends in an unvoiced sound marked sfz in measure 113;
measure 114 requires an immediate drop to mf and a half-circle indicates a breathy sound, which
decrescendos to measure 115; then immediately a full voiced phonation decays to breath and
diminuendos to a whisper; In measure 216 a full-voiced mf is again required. The extent of the
vocal acrobatics on this page is effective in communicating the faltering insecurities of the text.
However in practice, singing this phrase can feel utterly overwhelming. Singers should be
heartened that, in attempting the kind of core-to-breath transition that Saariaho describes, they
are already conveying the timbral effect she intended. Perfection of technique isn’t necessary, in
this instance, to achieve the desired effect.
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from Lonh, movement IV

Measures 240-246 require a high, quiet, gentle sound with enough flexibility to precisely sing
quarter-tone grace notes; this is very difficult to execute, and can be achieved by practicing the
line on an [ng] with laryngeal tilt.79
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Lonh, measures 238-46

In classical singing, vibrato can be an indication of healthy singing. Certain stylistic
practices require modification of this phenomenon, which is the oscillation of pitch as the result
of a well-regulated air flow passing through a properly relaxed oropharynx. During a sustained
sung pitch, several types of pitch fluctuation may occur in a natural or manufactured way.80 Bel
canto technique calls for a sustained, flowing vibrato that creates a smooth legato line through
consistent breath control. Conversely, performance of certain Baroque and Renaissance styles
may benefit from the diminution or elimination of vibrato in the sound in favor of a pure, straight
tone. Contemporary composers often take advantage of the fact that a trained singer can control
her vibrato. Saariaho means for her music to be sung with a singer’s individual sound; in most of
her writing for the voice, she does not include indications for variations in vibrato, trusting the
singer to create the timbre required with the vocalism she chooses. However, Saariaho does
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sometimes require the singer to use different vibratos. Descriptions of various vibrato patterns,
trills, and shakes appear in Saariaho’s vocal music, and necessitate deviation from standard vocal
production. Indications for specific types of vibrato appear in Saariaho’s music written for Dawn
Upshaw, and the best examples are found in Lonh. Saariaho’s markings are not always specific,
since they are often meant be used in conjunction with her circle notation for breath variations.
Saariaho uses Italian, both written out and in abbreviation, to indicate desired vibrato. The
sounds she includes in this piece range from S.V. (“senza vibrato”) to molto vibr (“molto
vibrato”). She indicates vibr. ord. (“the usual vibrato of the performer”) as a midpoint between
the two, as described in the Notation section of the introduction. Saariaho writes: “When vibrato
markings are not specified, singers may use their usual vibrato, or a vibrato of their choice for a
specific passage.”81
The first vibrato indication appears in the first sung measure of the piece, at the beginning
of movement I. The hummed consonant [m] is therefore meant to be sung with a pure straight
tone. However, it is unclear whether the singer should continue with this timbre. In Upshaw’s
recording, she uses normal vibrato in measure 45 when a filled circle indicates that the vocal
timbre should be full of core sound.82 But Saariaho does not provide any further instructions for
vibrato use until measure 74, which is marked vibr. ord. Saariaho’s use of vibrato correlates to
her use of dynamics and breathiness of timbre; for example, measure 117 is marked S.V. and p,
and the singer’s next entrance in measure 119 is marked mf with vibr. ord. This vocal gesture is
intended to decrescendo, ending in a pure breath sound, but a decrease of vibrato is not indicated.
However, it may be necessary to transition to a straighter tone to aid the decrescendo and
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tapering of core sound. The most frequent use of vibrato manipulation is in movement VI. The
text of this section is a prayer to God; she asks the deity to strengthen her heart as she endures
the separation from her beloved. This movement is comprised nearly entirely of longer note
values, and uses the soprano’s upper range. The fairly short 36-measure section includes 15
vibrato indications; the soprano must negotiate quick changes and transitions in vibrato in this
movement. Measures 339 and 340 require a transition from S.V. to molto vibr. over the course of
six beats on the word fermet (made). The accompanying crescendo, albeit only to mf, aids in this
transition.

Lonh, movement VI

The opposite gesture occurs in measures 348 and 349 on the word amor are sung with a
decrescendo and transition from molto vibr. to S.V. This indication is especially difficult in the
high tessitura of this gesture. Another iteration of fermet in measure 357-8 also decrescendos
with a tapering of vibrato from molto vibr. to S.V. These indications allow the singer to explore a
wide range of vocal timbres, and reflect the repeated text in several ways.
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Lonh, movement VI

Besides directly indicating a type of vibrato, Saariaho often uses other means to instruct
the singer in a similar way. In Movement II, the composer begins to use traditional Italian
instructions in addition to her own unique notation. Measure 137, marked più passionato, signals
to the singer that a more dramatic sound is required. She may decide to use a fuller vibrato to
achieve this emotional quality. The same choice can be made in following instances, such as
measures 209 and 232. Saariaho’s indication of passionato or più passionato always coincides
with a strong dynamic, and often in a heightened range; therefore a full-voiced, vibrato-laden
sound is appropriate. Similarly, in measure 260-1 for example, the indication più dolce may be
interpreted as a sweetening of the sound through the refinement of the vibrato. It is worth noting,
however, that Upshaw’s recording often does the opposite; she employs a shimmering vibrato in
measure 261, and sings 263 with a straight tone (as one might sing a rhythmically similar notated
passage of Bach). This has the effect of softening the sound in measure 261, while the eighth
notes in measure 263 sound more strident in comparison. In measure 266, however, Upshaw
makes full use of her vibrato for the passionato forte. It is therefore preferable that the soprano
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use her instrument to create the mood of the piece as best she can, even if she inadvertently
deviates from the composer’s instructions. Saariaho’s terminology allows her to communicate a
change in timbre without specifying breathiness of sound or amount of vibrato. The instructions
are intuitive, and the singer should rely on her intuition and emotions to interpret their meaning.
Manipulation of electronic components are another part of the performance practice
required to sing Lonh. Instead of an accompaniment played on the piano or other instrument, the
singer performs the piece along with live electronics, which she controls with the help of a sound
engineer during the performance. The actual documents for the electronics consist of both sound
files and program files, which are manipulated live by computer software. In earlier versions of
the electronics, multiple speakers had to be placed in specific parts of the performance space, and
an engineer would follow the score and manipulate the electronic effects live. The current patch
uses a computer program to achieve this, adding infinite reverb at the appropriate times and
sending the sound into the proper channels. A visual programming language called Max is used
in Lonh to control the electronics, and it works in conjunction with an audio extension, Max
Signal Processing (MSP). A trial version of Max is free to download through the developer
Cycling ’74. Max was originally developed at IRCAM in the 1980s, and has a myriad of
applications. For Lonh, the trial version of the program is sufficient to run the electronics. The
sound and program files are available on Saariaho’s website for Mac/iOS, or by request for PC.
To perform the piece, the singer should download all the necessary files and place them in a
single folder. Then, when she opens and runs the main patch, it will be able to access the
necessary audio files and sub-patches. When she presses the space bar (or uses an alternate
method of interacting with the computer), the program moves to the next set of tracks. In the PC
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version, the files may have to be open for the program to run properly. Some troubleshooting
may be required; the performer may find she needs to adjust the nature of the output (stereo vs.
multi-channel), toggle the DAX (audio) buttons, and initialize all windows in order to run the
program and allow the pedal function to work properly. The audio set-up requires an audio
interface, such as a Zoom H4N, and a microphone. The microphone and interface are connected
to the computer and the sound system, allowing the singer’s voice to be manipulated by the
program in real time with amplification and infinite reverb.
Traditionally in Western music, trills have a musical function as part of a harmonic or
dramatic structure. The technique has a place in both the vocal and instrumental repertories. In
the music of Monteverdi, Bach, and Mozart, the trill may be executed as a rapid alternation of
two neighboring notes, or sung as quickly repeated pitch. It serves to stress a dissonance before a
harmonic resolution. Later, composers such as Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini, and Verdi used the trill
as a way to demonstrate vocal prowess. This virtuosic use of the trill often occurs on the 5th scale
degree, and allows the singer to dramatically show off her technical skill.

From Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti) “Regnava nel silencio”

Trills in Saariaho’s music should be interpreted in a different way. She uses trills in her vocal
music as part of a timbral palette, and their function is more textural than structural. This type of
trill is a kind of shake of the voice, and the sound should be wavering and turbulent. According
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to some of her colleagues, her notations of these trills are not always specific; singers may want
to consult premiere recordings to determine which interval to use in a given trill.
Trills in Saariaho’s music are indicated with standard notation, using the marking tr and a
wavy line which stretches over the duration of the note that should be trilled. In her writing for
the voice, Saariaho’s trills sometimes have a primarily dramatic function. Changing Light was
composed for soprano and violin in 2002, and was premiered in Helsinki by Deborah Van
Renterghem and Edna Michell as part of Michell’s Compassion Through Music project.
Violinists Yehudi Menhin and Edna Michell began the Compassion project, commissioning
works from leading composers “inspired by the theme of musical compassion – an antidote to
the chaotic times we live in.”83 Saariaho’s contribution to this project involves trills for both the
soprano and violin. This technique is used extensively by both instruments, and occurs
simultaneously and separately. In the introduction, Saariaho includes a description of her
notation in the score. She specifies that “trills should always be up a semitone, unless otherwise
specified.”84 The first trill occurs in measure 12 in both parts, on the final word of the phrase,
“We marvel at the mystery of the stars.” Using this technique to distort and disfigure the pitch,
Saariaho conveys the wonderment and distance of the stars and demonstrates the separation
between the human and the divine. The trill should continue at a constant rate of oscillation for
the entire duration of the note, and it should not be sung as if it is leading to a resolution. In this
way, the singer and violinist are able to add a special timbral quality to this note.
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Changing Light, measure 12

A similar trills takes place on the word “sun,” which occurs in a phrase syntactically similar to
the one that contains the first trill. While the violin’s music contains several murmuring trills that
lurk under the soprano line, no further trills are sung. These trills result in a vocal sound that is
clearly different from normal singing. Perhaps the initial trills in the repeated syntax represent a
kind of ritual, especially since the text evokes a higher power in prayer. Saariaho’s tendency to
choose meditative and metaphysical texts is heightened by her use of this type of trill.
In her setting of Pentti Saaridoski’s poem Luonnon Kasvot Saariaho also uses trills to
achieve a dramatic effect, although they take place in wordless passages and are sung on an [a]
vowel. The title of the piece means “face of nature” and was composed for Anu Komsi in 2013.
The performance notes included with the score are identical to the instructions for Changing
Light, and specify that trills should be a half-step in distance unless otherwise indicated.85
Alternating trills in the voice and piano begin in measure 3 of the piece. Combined with twitchy,
cascading notes in the piano, the trills are part of a texture of anxiety and expressivity. They
seem to lead dramatically to the shaking notes of measures 25-27 in both parts. At the close of
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the piece in measure 80 the trill in the soprano line is marked agitato, and the vocal shake adds a
dramatic flutter to the texture.

Luonnon Kasvot, measures 80-81

The trills in Lonh are similar to the ones found in Saariaho’s other works; they begin as
soon as a note is articulated, and continue at a constant rate throughout the duration of the pitch.
And, like the trills in Changing Light and Luonnon Kasvot, Saariaho includes instructions in her
introduction that trills should be sung up a half-step unless marked differently. The trills occur
relatively frequently in the piece. Since the text of Lonh is truncated, the trills don’t seem to
correspond dramatically to the words. Saariaho sometimes calls for a trill on a shorter note in this
piece, and considers it a kind of mordent. The singer will only have time for a few oscillations of
pitch in these instances, such as in measure 57. The trills are all in phrases which are to be sung
full-voiced; they are all marked with a filled-in circle, so the singer doesn’t face the challenge of
varying the breathiness of her voice while trilling.
In contemporary classical music, composers sometimes incorporate pitches that are not
part of the traditional Western twelve-tone scale. Although singing in smaller-than-half-step
intervals is not an uncommon vocal practice worldwide, in Western music it is considered an
extended technique. Modern composers have used this technique in a myriad of different ways.
Saariaho tends to use approximate quarter- or partial-tone glissandi or grace notes at the end of
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notes (especially in French texts that contain the mute [ə] sound) and at the beginning of a note
or phrase. In practice, this application of microtonal singing has the effect of softening the onset
or offset of the vocal production, such that a quieter dynamic during the grace note or even a loss
of core sound may be perceived. Recordings, especially those of Anu Komsi and Dawn Upshaw,
demonstrate this application of microtonal singing.
Saariaho uses these microtonal glissando gestures in Luonnon Kasvot. In fact, the first
sung measure of the piece ends in a half-step glissando. This glissando is not the type of
portamento called for in the music of Puccini; rather, it is an emotional gesture in which the
soprano glides through microtones gently as she releases the note. As such, it is approached by
the classically-trained singer as an extended technique.

Luonnon Kasvot, page 1
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Learning to hear the microtones that make up a semitone is essential to the execution of the
glissandi in Luonnon Kasvot. These half-step glissandi, which represent a span of microtones,
appear regularly throughout the piece and are echoed by strummed glissandi inside the piano.
The sections in which Saariaho uses these microtonal gestures are without text; they always
occur on [a] vowels. In Anu Komsi’s recording of the work, she adds a breath emphasis to bring
out some of these unusual sounds. In measure 7, where the composer writes a series of three
glissando gestures. Komsi sings them with a straight tone, making for the microtonal nature of
the glissandi more apparent. She adds an accent to each of the glissandi in this measure,
fortifying the rising semitone with a push of air. In addition, Komsi sings the phrase with a slight
lift after every glissando before returning to the original pitch. This interpretation is effective and
communicative, though it goes beyond what the composer has put on the page. Saariaho’s
notation is straightforward; the starting pitch is written as a normal quarter note and the goal note
of the glissando is a grace note. Between the two pitches Saariaho has placed an angled line and
the abbreviation gliss. This gesture is notated in the same way throughout the piece. The same
notation for microtonal glides appears in Lonh, although Saariaho does not include the gliss.
marking. In measures 60, and 76, and 83, a semitone glide is indicated with a diagonal line,
signaling to the performer that she should fill in the interval with a microtonal slide. However, in
measures 77 and 82, the grace note is linked to the neighboring pitch with a tie, not a diagonal
line. These notes should be sung as grace notes, without incorporating microtonal pitches.
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Lonh, measure 82

The extended techniques required in Saariaho’s vocal music are emotional and mooddriven, and are therefore expressive. Unconventional vocalisms in her music are very human and
intuitive. Singers of this music enjoy a large degree of freedom, and the composer clearly intends
that the extended technique should be executed in a way that fits the voice. In this music, the use
of extended vocal technique is a natural extension of the voice, just as Saariaho’s notation is a
logical extension of standard printed music. Although her notation is sometimes inconsistent, it
is always clear. When she calls for sounds outside of the realm of traditional vocal practice, she
does so in order to better serve the text and drama of the music. Singers should be encouraged to
be creative and expressive with these techniques, while preserving a healthy mode of vocal
production. Recordings, especially those made by Dawn Upshaw and Anu Komsi, are helpful in
understanding how to interpret Saariaho’s instructions; but the singer of Saariaho’s music for
solo voice may rely primarily on her intuition, trusting that the composer’s work allows for
flexibility and individuality in its interpretation.
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Chapter 4 – Collaboration with Singers
Saariaho’s vocal music holds an important place in her development as a composer, and
her output of music for voice is decidedly aimed at the soprano. The composer has always felt a
connection to the soprano voice as “her own voice, a woman’s voice.”86 She has written over 30
works for singers, and the majority of them are scored for soprano. Her very first compositions
were for the voice, and her first experimentations in electronic music were focused on producing
and manipulating voice-like sounds.87 When her musical sensibilities began to deepen in the
mid-1990s, “the human voice came to assume greater significance for Saariaho, who wanted to
investigate more thoroughly the emotions that only vocal music can evoke.”88
As her musical development pointed her towards opera during this time, she began
writing music that explored new facets of the vocal instrument. An important part of this process
was direct collaboration with singers, which allowed Saariaho to harness the expressiveness and
immediacy of the human voice. In her work with singers, the composer has proven to be invested
in a personal way. She values the individuality of each voice, and the vocalists who have worked
with her have enjoyed an unusual type of support that is not typically found in the composerperformer dynamic. Saariaho’s approach to collaboration with singers centers on
communication, freedom, and trust.
Soprano Dawn Upshaw has garnered a reputation as an intelligent, versatile, and
generous collaborator. She has also curated many highly interesting concert series and
performances, including stagings of Bach cantatas and cycles of contemporary music. As the
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head of the vocal program at the Tanglewood Music Center and at Bard College, she is able to
work with young singers in opera and chamber music. Upshaw has worked extensively in
contemporary productions with stage director Peter Sellars, and she has commissioned a myriad
of works. Many notable contemporary composers have written for her voice, including Osvaldo
Golijov, Essa-Pekka Salonen, John Adams, and of course, Kaija Saariaho.
I had the opportunity to interview Upshaw at Tanglewood in August of 2015 to find out
more about what it was like to be part of Saariaho’s musical process. She agreed that Saariaho’s
music was less well known than it should be, especially in the singing world. Her first experience
with the composer was through the piece Chateau de l’âme, which was composed for her voice.
Saariaho, after seeing Upshaw perform in Messiaen’s opera Saint François, wanted to write for
the singer. But Upshaw attributes their collaboration to the help of Gerard Mortier, who was a
Belgian-born opera director and administrator.89 Mortier was known for expanding and
energizing the opera world, especially when it came to contemporary music. Though he came
from humble beginnings as the son of a baker in Ghent, his career included many notable
appointments, including serving as general director of La Monnaie in Brussels, founding director
of the Ruhr Triennale Arts Festival in Germany, and general director of the Opéra National de
Paris; he was the artistic director for the Salzburg festival for a decade.90 “He brought the
Messiaen to Salzburg, in a production with Peter Sellars, so it was there that it was mainly his
idea to have a new piece written by Kaija Saariaho, before the opera [L’amour de loin]. He really
put us together.”91 Saariaho took note of Upshaw’s voice during the latter’s performance of the
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Messiaen; “She had come…and listened to the Messiaen for the commission. It was all thanks to
Gerard Mortier, I don’t know that we [Upshaw and Saariaho] ever would have worked together
if it weren’t for him.”92
After the two were introduced, Saariaho and Upshaw began their collaboration. Chateau
de l’âme was premiered at the Salzburg festival in 1996. That same year Saariaho composed
Lonh, also written for Upshaw. In the creation of this piece Saariaho used recordings of
Upshaw’s voice for the electronic accompaniment; in this way, the soprano had a role to play in
Saariaho’s compositional process. Upshaw was struck by how deeply Saariaho sought to get to
know her voice: “She [Saariaho] would tell me what she had listened to of mine…and she would
also come to performances. She was really dedicated to getting to know my voice in particular,
which is not always the case when you’re working with a composer, and is beyond flattery. It’s
so respectful, and it’s smart of her to figure out what works and what doesn’t.”93 Upshaw
remembered her time working with Saariaho with warmth, describing the composer as cerebral
but sensual. She was struck by the distinct sensuality in Saariaho’s music: “I was so taken with it
from the beginning because it sounded so different from anything I’ve ever heard before. There’s
an openness, and it’s there for you to join if you wish.”94 The collaborative process began at the
IRCAM studio in Paris, where Upshaw recorded the passages for the electronics.
Upshaw’s experience working at IRCAM was unlike anything else she’s experienced.
Over the course of two days she and Saariaho recorded the sounds that would be combined with
other materials and alteration techniques to create the electronic accompaniment for Lonh.
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Although Upshaw was familiar with the Parisian neighborhood, which is also the home of the
famed Centre Pompidou, she had never been to IRCAM before. “I’ve walked past that building
many times, because when I’ve gone to do opera in Paris I’ve often been to that particular
arrondisement. But it’s like a sound factory. I felt like it was this other-worldly, bizarre place!”95
To the soprano, who is more familiar with opera houses and concert stages than sound studios, it
felt “like a lab. It did not look like a place of music. There were all these rooms, as though sound
was being constructed, music being constructed rather than some organic thing. And I feel like
her music is so organic.”96 Saariaho, whose creativity and unique voice are positively immune to
attempts at stifling by social or environmental forces, commanded this sound laboratory and
developed electronic techniques in Lonh that she would later use in her first opera. Saariaho
gathered the materials for the pre-recorded voice part during those two days, and later processed
combination of singing, speaking, and whispering and combined them with other sounds to
create the electronics for the piece.
Once the score was completed, Upshaw began to prepare it for the 1996 premiere. Pieces
for voice and tape presents particular ensemble challenges, and Lonh was no exception: “Singing
with tape, a recorded sound that – with the exception of beginning each new section, I had
control over that – I had no control over anything else. And many times there was no rhythm.
Often she added rhythm in the recorded sound to help the singer out.”97 An example of this can
be found in measure 43 of the piece, where a percussive noise sounds on the downbeat when the
soprano enters. Besides that one gesture, the electronic accompaniment is a wash of sustained
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processed vocals. Without the precision of the percussion sound, the singer would have a harder
time finding her place in time. In these long sections where it’s difficult to tell if one is
subdividing accurately, it’s easy to lose one’s place. The most challenging song in this set,
according to Upshaw, is the 6th one – “by far. It’s so slow and the singer’s supposed to meet
these bell-like tones.”98 The singer must line up her part with the processed percussion sounds
accurately, and the only way to really get close to perfection is “rehearsing it a lot with the
recording.”99 The challenge of keeping with the tape certainly has an effect on the singer’s
performance, and Upshaw expressed a “hanging insecurity” in the passage that can translate into
the singing itself. Saariaho was not intending for these emotions to come into play with regards
to the mood or text, though; the composer just wanted the voice to stand alone without a constant
rhythm underneath.
The extended techniques in Lonh are relatively straightforward, but the exact nature of
some of these extended-technique sounds is open to interpretation. Each singer will have her
own version of the sounds expected from these notations. Upshaw found varying the amount of
air in her sound while holding a note, as in measures 45-47, to be especially challenging. But
Saariaho gave her a great deal of freedom in interpreting these sounds:
“She’s not a singer herself…she never demonstrated. Sometimes if there’s an unusual
technique you want to ask the composer to give you an example. So I would say ‘like
this?’ and then try to do what she was articulating. This is not easy to do, in the middle of
sound production, to go from breathiness/whisper on just air and phonate in the middle of
it without starting again. And I think on the recording an in the performances that I did, I
didn’t always get it exact but I would try to approach it as much as possible.”100
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As part of our interview, we experimented with this technique and tried to achieve the effect that
Saariaho had put on the page. It seems impossible to get exactly as she describes it, but it is
manageable to use the idea of the technique to be expressive in the way she asks. In other words,
the ethereal effect achieved by simply attempting this technique effectively accomplishes what
Saariaho intends. Her trills, Upshaw believes, are also meant to differ from what the notation
would suggest. “I don’t think of it as a trill in older music at all; I don’t think of it as a typical
trill. It’s more like a wave in pitch. I don’t feel it as the same rhythmic impulse that you hear in a
functioning cadential trill.”101 Saariaho notates the trills in the piece with traditional notation
extending through the end of the trill. But some information was left unexplained: “There was
something I realized didn’t get in the score, where she wanted whole-step trills and didn’t mark
them clearly.”102 She suggested I listen to her recording to note where the trills are meant to be
whole- and half-steps; however, a newer edition of the score indicates in the performance notes
that trills are meant to sound a semitone up unless otherwise marked.
Lonh centers on a troubadour-prince named Jaufré who longs for a distant beloved. The
operatic character is based on historical accounts and poetry of an actual medieval French
troubadour. Weary of the commonplace existence of sensuality that he has experienced, he
imagines the purity and passion of a distant love, who is perfect in his eyes. This is a
dramatization and distillation of the concept of hohe Minne, the medieval philosophy of poetry in
which the concept of love becomes elevated beyond the physical realm. In the imagination of
and devotion to a distant, regal beloved, the troubadour finds a powerful emotional connection.
Although his friends mock his idealized fantasy, a pilgrim confirms that Clémence, the countess
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of Tripoli, is just as the troubadour described. Jaufré becomes completely fixated on this woman;
when the pilgrim returns to Tripoli and recounts the tale to Clémence, she too devotes herself to
the same enamored passion. When news reaches Jaufré that the countess has learned of his
distant love, he decides to set sail and meet her. But Clémence is wary of meeting the
troubadour; the concept of hohe Minne is not related to personal or physical love, and transition
between highly conceptualized devotion and real, worldly love is philosophically impossible. As
Jaufré makes the long journey to Tripoli he feels this fact more and more keenly, and becomes
gravely ill as he realizes he made a mistake. When he arrives he and Clémence profess their love,
and he dies in her arms. She curses herself, as she perceives that she is the cause of his death, and
vows to live out the rest of her days in a convent.
The role of Clémence does not include much of the musical language used in Lonh, even
though the latter was a study for the opera and was written for Upshaw. Instead, those musical
ideas are given mostly to Jaufré, the love-obsessed troubadour, and the mysterious Pilgrim.
Singing this role presented a new set of challenges for Upshaw. Amin Maalouf wrote the libretto
for L’amour, and has frequently collaborated with Saariaho. Upshaw was very moved by his
writing: “The first thing I did was read the libretto, and I cried…The care that he took with that
libretto, and artistry, I was so moved by that. It was stunning.”103 However, when she was
learning the music, Upshaw realized that her first impressions of the text had to be altered in
order to fit with Saariaho’s text setting. “You get a stunning libretto like that, which is very
unusual, and then it’s set [in a way that] was really hard to get. There was such beauty in the text
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[and I had to] work as hard as I could to get there with the rhythms and pitches that were
presented to me.”104
Like the unsettling nature of the tape accompaniment in Lonh, this demonstrates an
aspect of Saariaho’s use of the voice that singers sometimes struggle with – the feelings and
thoughts we may have about the piece and the way it’s written don’t necessarily reflect
Saariaho’s intentions. Compositional techniques that might be interpreted one way in the bel
canto tradition with which a singer is more familiar sometimes find a new meaning in Saariaho’s
music. According to many singers (Upshaw included), Saariaho’s setting of text is often contrary
to the natural pronunciation. The stressed syllables often get displaced in Saariaho’s vocal
writing; in art song and chamber music, this creates an extra-syntactical meaning for the word. In
opera, this tendency can make it more difficult for singers to present their character in the
context of the dramatic content of a work, since the setting removes the text from the pattern of
natural speech. While singing the role of Clémence, Upshaw observed: “[The music is] all offset
from the stress. I just had to go through my score and mark…where the stress is, and try to fit
that into her musical line, which had the stress elsewhere.”105 However, Upshaw noticed this
aspect of Saariaho’s text-setting highlighted some subtleties of the French language just as it
disguised others. “I used to think that it was ignorance on [Saariaho’s] part, not knowing where
the stressed syllable was…but I think Kaija’s ear was tuned into the French usage of those
secondary accents on first syllables.”106 Upshaw now believes that Saariaho’s manipulation of
syntax through text setting is a way of communicating the French phenomenon of accent
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d’insistance. In this peculiarity of singing in French, the musician lingers on or emphasizes the
first syllable or sound in an important word. The accent d’insistance is a sophisticated tool which
allows a singer to be exceptionally expressive when singing in French. Upshaw surmises that
Saariaho’s natural absorption of this French idiosyncrasy lead her to set the text in L’amour de
loin in this way.
The vocal range of Clémence is not extreme, and the musical material given to the
character is fairly repetitive and based on small motives. While this eliminates some vocal
challenges, Upshaw recounted how it actually made the music more difficult to learn. “There’s a
lot of music, and there are leitmotivs or little musical melodic gestures that are used over and
over again with different text. It was really difficult to memorize for me for that reason.”107 The
depiction of the anxious Clémence was well-served by these challenges, however, and Upshaw’s
performances of the opera were lauded in both the world premiere in Salzburg and the American
premiere in Santa Fe two years later. The score involves electronics and live instruments,
combining both modern and antique instrumentation. Upshaw remembers “the unusual
combinations of instruments and electronics” leading her to be able to sing “in a more intimate
way than other operas I had been in.”108 Upshaw had another opportunity to sing a role written
for her by Saariaho in La Passion de Simone. These pieces, conceived with Upshaw’s voice in
mind, have been given numerous successful performances internationally, and Saariaho’s
reputation as a composer of dramatic vocal music has grown quickly.
In October of 2015, soprano Ann Moss and the U.C. Berkeley Symphony Orchestra
performed Saariaho’s Leino Songs as part of the composer’s tenure there as a Bloch Professor in
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Residence. During the Fall of 2015 Saariaho worked with the students and professors at U.C.
Berkeley, and they performed some of her music. Moss is an acclaimed interpreter of both
standard and contemporary repertoire, and is well-known for her beautiful and intelligent
singing. Moss is at home in traditional classical music, pop, and musical theater, and has
collaborated with numerous contemporary composers and performers. She grew up in rural
Massachusetts and attended the Longy School of Music and San Francisco Conservatory.
Currently she performs and teaches on the West Coast, and is releasing her second professional
album with songs by Jake Heggie, Liam Wade, and Joni Mitchell, among others. Her work with
Saariaho in 2015 was a unique experience for her, as was her interaction with the composer.
Saariaho’s approach was characteristically hands-off with respect to the music; however, as
Moss experienced, the generosity of warmth and passion of communication that is so present in
Saariaho’s music is just as vibrant in the woman herself.
As the Bloch Professor in Residence at U.C. Berkeley, Saariaho had a variety of
responsibilities and opportunities at the conservatory. She and her husband resided in a house on
campus, and it really was their home for the whole semester. Conversations and panels with the
composer and some of her most notable collaborators were held, including Anssi Karttunen and
Jean-Baptiste Barrière.109 Saariaho also gave master classes and taught private lessons with
students. In addition, her music was featured throughout the Bay area with performances by the
Berkeley Symphony, San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, Left Coast Chamber
Ensemble, and others.110 Moss performed Saariaho’s Leino Songs with the U.C. Berkeley
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Symphony Orchestra as a part of this residency.111 Moss’s first meeting with Saariaho was
informal and fairly rushed. Saariaho attended Moss’s performance of a young student’s
ambitious first attempt at a large-scale vocal piece. Although the student dealt admirably with the
challenges of writing for voice and orchestra, the student’s inexperience ultimately lead to a
“rocky” performance.112 Saariaho did not comment on the performers or the composer, nor did
she interact extensively with Moss after the concert. This caused the soprano a bit of anxiety,
because she worried that Saariaho’s guarded demeanor was indicative of some kind of
judgement or aloofness. This first impression of Saariaho is not uncommon, and many of her
colleagues and collaborators have chalked it up to her Finnish sensibilities. As Moss discovered,
the fantastic inner life of the composer became more accessible as they began to work together
more closely. When later in the week Moss had dinner with Saariaho and her husband, JeanBaptiste Barrière, they had a chance to chat and get to know one another, Moss found that her
first impression of Saariaho was dispelled. “The three of us just had this fantastic conversation
that went everywhere…I felt her get increasingly more comfortable over the time that, although
it was brief, she sort of settled in.”113 It was very rewarding for Moss to get to know the
composer on a more personal level as she prepared the music for her first meeting with Saariaho.
Moss got to spend some “priceless one-on-one time” with the composer before the
orchestral rehearsals for Leino Songs.67 Visiting the composer at her home on the Berkeley
campus, and sat on the couch together with the score stretched over their laps. Moss had
translated the poetry herself, with help from a Finnish diction coach, and Saariaho answered
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questions about her “motivation for choosing the poems” and the point of views expressed by the
speakers in each piece.114 For 45 minutes the pair sat on the couch, talking about the poetry and
discussing Saariaho’s setting of them. Moss expressed that the settings had an air of ominousness
to them, and the eerie scratchiness of the high tessitura for the strings and the wailing soprano
melody certainly can be interpreted in this way. However, Moss realized in her discussion with
Saariaho that this emotional connotation was purely her own. This clarification is extremely
important to performers of Saariaho’s vocal work, because it is an aspect of her sound world that
is absolutely pervasive in her music. When instrumentalists create the sounds prescribed by the
composer they certainly imbue the music with emotion, but it is not necessarily communicated to
the audience in a literal or direct way. Conversely, a singer uses text to convey both music and
meaning. If she gets a certain emotional mood from the music, she will interpret the text within
the context of that mood.
“Her musical language has this inherently creepy sound and so I wanted to clarify
whether she was intentionally imbuing the poetry with a sense of ominousness, or
impending…anything scary. And it was really helpful because what I came away with
was that that was very much my own lens, adding a layer of interpretation. She doesn’t
hear that sound world as being spooky, she hears it as just a love song or just a story…To
my American ear they sound kind of spooky.”115
It is important for singers of Saariaho’s work to understand that her sound world is full of sounds
that may seem to give a creepy or other-worldly character to the music. However, this mood
should not affect the singer’s interpretation of the text, since the composer does not intend to
communicate it in that way.
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After thoroughly discussing the poetry, Saariaho and Moss talked about their
backgrounds. The two women found that they had much in common, having been raised in a
rural setting during their childhoods. Moss was brought up in rural Massachusetts, and
completely understood Saariaho’s nature-driven perspective. “I really related to the birdsong;
being able to hear the flowers growing, and the trees speaking…That was nice to find a
connective point in that respect.”116 Moss has worked with many contemporary composers, and
when she has access to a composer in this way she makes it a point to find out everything she can
about the composer’s process, in order to perform the piece with a greater fidelity to the
composer’s intentions. She found Saariaho to be a generous and candid collaborator in this way.
Saariaho spoke about how the songs were conceived as individual pieces, and then later
combined into a set.117 The conversation then turned to language, and the two spent an hour
“going word-for-word through the poetry” with Saariaho repeating back the Finnish to the
soprano. Moss remembers the meeting as being “very cozy, very intimate.”118
No music was played or discussed in Moss’s personal meeting with the composer, so the
first time that Saariaho heard Moss sing was at the first orchestra rehearsal the week of the
concert. The U.C. Berkeley Symphony Orchestra is a large ensemble of over 120 players. Many
of the young musicians are not music majors, but are passionate about performing and devote the
time to making the orchestra a very good one. The ensemble is conducted by David Milnes, and
has a reputation for performing many contemporary works. According to Moss, the orchestra is
made up of “very accomplished players, and they have a huge concert output through the school
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year.”119 Some of these concerts focus on student works and pieces by modern composers which
may require difficult extended techniques. For the members of the orchestra who are no longer
pursuing their instrument as their means of livelihood, these pieces can present a challenge.
One challenge for Moss in performing Leino Songs with this ensemble was the large size
of the orchestra. Their “first rehearsal was a lot of work to get the ensemble comfortable,” and
Moss did not sing very much as the orchestra became more familiar with the piece.120 In the
following orchestra rehearsal, the final one before the performance, they rehearsed a run-through
of the piece. The run-though wasn’t perfect: pitch issues and balance problems necessitated
stopping and starting during the run-through. Saariaho was characteristically “hands-off in
rehearsal,” and was kind and supportive of the musicians. She gave Moss a few notes about her
Finnish pronunciation, but other than that simply told her “you’re doing very well. It’s very
good. It’s very beautiful.”121 Moss felt understood and supported by the composer, and was
struck by her generosity and pleasant attitude. “I didn’t get a hint of that kind of top-down,
composer-god complex from her at all.”122 The soprano was very moved by Saariaho’s
gentleness and kind-heartedness as dynamic and pitch issues were resolved over the course of the
rehearsal. The performance was a success, and Saariaho’s hands-off attitude in the rehearsal
process served to empower and strengthen the performers. It was Moss’s first time performing
Saariaho’s music, and she emphatically remembers “her vocal writing is just so good. And David
[Milnes] said to me…she writes well for every instrument. She really understands what works
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well and what doesn’t.”123 Perhaps Saariaho is able to trust the performers of her music with
such generosity of spirit because her own ear is so trustworthy; her vocal writing, like her writing
for other instruments, is intuitive and accessible to the performer, once her sound world is
understood.
As a composer of vocal music Saariaho is exceptionally generous and understanding. Her
graciousness and appreciation for the efforts of vocalists with whom she has worked have left a
lasting impression on those singers. She is very attentive to the unique attributes of each voice
she encounters. Engaging with performers on a personal level, Saariaho seeks to empower each
performer’s individual instruments through the nature of her music, as well as through her
interactions in the process of composing and performing. Her work with sopranos like Dawn
Upshaw and Anne Moss demonstrates an affinity for the person singing, and a true
understanding of writing beautifully for the voice.

123

Ann Moss.
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Chapter 5 – Comparing Saariaho’s Solo Vocal and Instrumental Music
Saariaho’s musical language is unique and well-defined. From her early work to her
present compositions, distinguishable elements of her compositional style are evident. With a
focus on timbral development and gestural phrasing, the music of Saariaho invariably espouses
an ethereal expressivity even when negotiating dramatic ranges and extended techniques. She
developed her characteristic sound early in her career as she was exposed to the French school of
spectral composers. “Ever since these early contacts with spectral music in Paris, Saariaho has
maintained her interest in sound, its dynamics, harmonic structure, and ever-changing
microscopic nuances.”124 Her musical intentions are always communicated with a high degree of
specificity. In her notation she tends to include many expressive markings, often indicating
several in one measure. Saariaho’s writing for the voice treats the instrument with particular care
and grace, and it is clear that she has a respect for the limitations of the instrument. Unlike many
contemporary composers she does not utilize the stratospheric coloratura register; her high range
for soprano, while still at the high end of most women’s abilities, rarely exceeds the staff by
more than a ledger line or two. The rhythms that she uses in her vocal music are intuitive and
text-based, and are usually slow and languid with a preference for scalar and triadic motion.
While she calls for some modifications to traditional vocal technique by incorporating speech
elements in her music, the nature of the extended technique in her vocal writing is expressive and
natural. When writing for solo instruments such as the cello, violin, and flute, however, Saariaho
develops more complex rhythms, pitch collections, and combined and extended techniques. Her
process is still based in the exploration of gesture and timbre; but the palette of sounds and
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moods that she elicits from the instrumental performer, and the demand of execution of extended
technique, is more varied and complex than her vocal music.
Recognizable elements of Saariaho’s vocal music have clear counterparts in her writing
for instruments. In her vocal works she often sets text on long notes in the high register. Komsi
and Upshaw’s recordings of Saariaho’s works demonstrate that sopranos tend to use a pure tone
in these instances, with little vibrato. This characteristic sound of ethereal suspension is
paralleled in her instrumental works through the use of harmonics. Saariaho uses this technique
most extensively when writing for solo cello. The range of which lends itself to expressive
harmonics. Petals, composed for cellist Anssi Karttunen and premiered in 1988, she uses
harmonics to achieve a similar effect to that found in her vocal music. She notates the harmonics
with a diamond-shaped notehead, as is traditional for string music. This type of sound occurs in
measure 15 of Petals and rings out above slow changes in the supporting music. Since harmonics
are most readily produced on open strings, and dissipate when disturbed by movement of the left
hand on the fingerboard, they are most naturally produced without vibrato. The special timbre of
the harmonic, ringing without the full richness of the complete vibration of the string, has a very
similar effect to Saariaho’s preferred application of the soprano’s high register. When writing for
flute, Saariaho also finds a way to express this type of sound. In practice, it comes closer to the
technique used by sopranos to achieve this sound. Laconisme de l’aile for solo flute was
composed in 1983, and demonstrates the same characteristic high, light sound. On page 4
Saariaho designs a melodic gesture that seems to vaporize into the flute’s upper register, with a
whispering decrescendo to a high D above the staff. This note is formed using only four keys,
and so most of the instrument remains open. Saariaho marks the note p and dolce possibile. The
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result is a fine, silvery sound that is formed with a precise air flow. Saariaho then indicates that
the player should transition to a pure breath sound, activating multiphonics, as slowly as
possible. The gentle, feathery sound is a perfect example of Saariaho’s use of the flute to convey
this trademark gesture.

Laconisme de l’aile, page 4

Saariaho’s NoaNoa was composed in 1992, and involved a high level of collaboration with
flutist Camilla Hoitenga and electronic methods specialists Jean-Baptiste Barrière and Xavier
Chabot.125 This piece represents Saariaho’s effort to broaden the types of sounds produced by the
flute in her music. The end of the piece is a striking example of Saariaho’s use of an instrument’s
high register to convey an airy fragility. Similarly to the example above in Laconisme de l’aile,
Saariaho calls for a gentle tone with a decrescendo on harmonics above the staff. The whispery
sound of the high notes, produced along with multiphonics, fades to nothing and ends the piece.
This type of writing, especially at the close of a work, is characteristic of Saariaho’s writing.
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Kaija Saariaho. NoaNoa. Chester Music: London, 1999, introduction.
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NoaNoa, measures 172-175

Saariaho’s development of timbre is the signature of her compositional process. Through
unconventional approaches and extended techniques, she explores unusual timbres in her writing
for voice and instruments. Once manipulation of vocal timbre that is characteristic of her music
is variation of the tone’s breathiness. When writing for solo instruments Saariaho employs
methods that have a similar effect. In her music for flute, Saariaho uses notations and techniques
that will be familiar to singers of her music. NoaNoa contains many examples of this aspect of
Saariaho’s compositional style. Sopranos who have studied Lonh will recognize her circle-andarrow notation, indicating the amount of breath that should be present in the sound. The flute is
capable of producing a breathy tone that can be gradually transitioned into – or from – a pure
pitched one, in a fashion similar to the effects found in Lonh. The technique is used liberally
throughout the piece, for example in measures 127-131.

NoaNoa, measures 127-131
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In measure 11, Saariaho again calls for a gradual transition between pure tone and pure breath.
However, unlike her writing for voice involving the amount of breath in the sound, the flute
player is instructed to abandon the mp dynamic and create a sfz with the breath.

NoaNoa, measure 11

This phenomenon would be counterproductive in the voice; because of the nature of vocal
phonation, the more air in the sound, the quieter the sound becomes. Without artificial
amplification the vocal mechanism is unable to produce an unvoiced sound that is louder than a
vibrant one, since the mechanisms for projection are apart from the vocal folds. However, the
fast, violent air that can be projected through the aperture of a flute player’s lips can create a
burst of pitch-indistinct sound as the air whistles through the instrument. This gesture occurs
many times in NoaNoa, including measures 46-47 and 141.

NoaNoa, measures 46-47

This sound has more in common sonically with Saariaho’s use of unvoiced consonants in her
vocal writing; a hard, hissed [s] has the same effect as this air-sound on the flute. Writing for this
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instrument, Saariaho finds another way of communicating this gesture. In measures 38-39
Saariaho indicates a variety of breath effects.

NoaNoa, measures 38-39

In measure 38 the sfz breath pulse sounds through the instrument in a whoosh of air, without a
clear pitch. Similarly in measure 39, where Saariaho instructs the player to overblow into
harmonics, the increased breathiness of the sound is occurs in a crescendo. Here, however, the
harmonic series is highlighted and traversed quickly, with the desired high point of the gesture
indicated with a notehead. Although the use of air is similar, overblowing into the harmonics
highlights specific pitches in a way that pure air through the instrument does not. Such a gesture
would not be found in Saariaho’s writing for the voice; it is a peculiarity to this wind instrument.
An analogous technique to breath pressure in Saariaho’s vocal music is bow pressure in
her writing for strings. By increasing the pressure of the bow on the string to the point of
distortion of sound, the player can produce a very striking and timbrally interesting effect.
Increased bow pressure decreases the purity of the tone, just as added breath pressure obscures a
pitch that is played on the flute or sung. Saariaho employs this technique predominantly during
sustained pitches. The notation she uses for this manipulation is very different from the breath
indications used for flute and voice. Instead of circles, Saariaho uses triangular shapes to instruct
the player to use her bow in a particular way. The thicker part of the shape indicates a heavier
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bow pressure. At the thickest point of the shape, the sound should become a scratch tone. This
manipulation of bow pressure is often used in conjunction with other techniques for controlling
timbre. Saariaho’s piece for solo violin, Nocturne, contains many examples of this technique.

Nocturne, measure 59

The same technique, described using the same notation, is found in Saariaho’s music for other
string instruments. The cello’s larger size and longer, thicker strings allow the player to achieve a
louder, more growling sound using over-pressurized bowing. In Petals, this phenomenon occurs
for longer intervals and is employed through changes in pitch. By combining the techniques of
harmonic production, manipulation of bow pressure, tremolos, trills, and glissandi, Saariaho
instructs the performer to produce a wide variety of timbres.

Petals, measures 29-30
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In Saariaho’s vocal music, text is central to her process and to the moods she intends to
create. Her music for flute also uses speech, as well as wordless speech sounds, as extended
technique. In fact, the opening measures of Laconisme de l’aile require the player to speak
without playing a note. Gradually transitioning to playing in measure 19, the flutist is instructed
to bring the instrument to her lips as she speaks.

Laconisme de l’aile, measures 1-19

Saariaho’s integration of speech techniques with playing continues throughout the piece, and the
player is often instructed to whisper into instrument with approximate rhythms indicated.
Expanding upon this technique, Saariaho uses a more specific notation to combine speaking and
playing in NoaNoa. Using two staves Saariaho is able to describe the desired effect of the
player’s speaking more clearly.
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NoaNoa, measures 22-25

The use of speech in Saariaho’s music for flute offers an insight into the way she involves text in
her compositional method. It is important for the performer to understand the colors and moods
associated with the sound of the word, as well as its meaning. Whispering accenting, and
elongating text as Saariaho instructs allows the flutist and singer to access a fuller spectrum of
emotionality and drama in the music. However, there is little instruction for the flutist in NoaNoa
and Laconisme de l’aile in regards to breathiness of sound when speaking words or sounds.
Compared to the indications for the singer in Lonh, Saariaho does not specify whether words
should be whispered or spoken, voiced or unvoiced. However, many similarities remain; flute
players, like vocalists, must be careful not to breathe in the middle of words, the text should be
pronounced clearly and with a proper accent, and the timbral effect of the words is as important
as their meaning.
Saariaho often uses trilling, manipulation of vibrato, and tremolo as a way of developing
timbre in her music. These trills are not meant to function cadentially or virtuosically, but allow
the performer to explore a range of timbres and sounds. Tremolo has been used by composers for
centuries to create a dramatic effect; in the music of such composers as Monteverdi, Mozart, and
Verdi this particular technique of timbral distortion is commonplace. Similarly in Saariaho’s
music the tremolo is used as a timbral effect, used in the same way she uses a trill. Saariaho uses
standard notation for trills and tremolos. Singing a trill in Saariaho’s music is the same vocal
technique found in Baroque and bel canto applications. However, in contrast to her vocal music,
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Saariaho’s works for solo instrument often include proscribed changes in the speed of a trill or
vibrato. When composing for instruments like the flute and cello, Saariaho also combines trills
and vibrato instructions with other extended techniques, making an even more complex and
developed timbral palette. For example, she combines harmonics, overpressure bowing,
glissandi, and trills in the slow opening section of Petals.

Petals, measures 8-9

As a result, the music in these measures moves in slow waves of timbral shifts, which occur in
parallel to a similar motion in the electronics. The trill in this instance adds a constant sense of
anxious energy as the music oscillates slowly through register and dynamic changes. It also has
the added benefit of masking changes in the player’s bowstrokes as she articulates the very long
notes. Pitch has only a relative meaning in this music, as timbre becomes the most interesting
aspect of the music. The opening measures of Sept papillons demonstrate a similar same type of
sound.
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Sept papillons, Papillon I, measures 1-5

Despite the slow-moving pitches, the cellist is able to create a very high-energy and exciting
sound using trills, varying positions of the bow on the string, glissandi, harmonics, and tremolos.
The trill begins immediately as the harmonic note sounds, and so the beginning of the piece has
no clear pitch center. The performer then gradually moves her bow from its normal position to
sul ponticello, marked N and S.P. respectively, further distorting the sound as the dynamic rises.
Saariaho continues to add timbral elements as she develops the initial gesture of the piece. Using
a long trill, Saariaho draws the listener’s attention to aspects of the sound other than pitch. When
combined with melodic material, the trill’s sonic contrast becomes even more pronounced.
Saariaho uses this approach in Nocturne.

Nocturne, measures 40-46

A variety of techniques are employed in this section in order to develop different timbres. The
music that precedes this section is marked with a quicker tempo, and is comprised of fast playing
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and repetitive melodic patterns. The trills in measure 40 can be seen as a fractured material that
leads to a slower section beginning in measure 45. Timbre then becomes the focus of interest in
the music, as the melodic elements of the previous section are abandoned. This contrast between
fast playing of melodic gestures and long, trilled notes with variances in timbre occurs often in
Saariaho’s music.

…de la terre, page 5

...De la terre is Section 3 from the ballet MAA, but it also stands on its own as a piece for solo
violin, tape, and live electronics. As in previous examples, Saariaho uses tremolos and trills as a
timbral effect. Here, she develops the idea further by instructing the player to vary the speed of a
trill. Saariaho never uses this technique in her vocal music; the vocal apparatus is virtually
unequipped to produce the effect. A vocal trill necessitates that the larynx be free to shake, and
its vibration is not able to be controlled in the same way as the movement of the fingers on a
fretboard or key; the violin can produce this effect easily. As the trill slows and the individual
pitches become more recognizable, the music turns back to melodic gestures. Mordents and short
trills in this section add an echo of the timbral interest, and in the next line a long trill again
allows the timbre to become the focus of interest of the music. Similarly in Saariaho’s writing for
the flute, a long trill is an opportunity for timbral exploration. Saariaho notates this with a
slightly less wavy line than a normal trill. In her handwritten score, the marking occurs without
the tr that usually accompanies the indication.
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Laconisme de l’aile, measure 37

NoaNoa’s opening section features a long trill to add a distortive element to a series of
overblown harmonics. This is a significant addition; without the trill the harmonics would be
most readily heard as an arpeggiated series of pitches.

NoaNoa, measures 6-8

The trills add a kind of movement and agitation to the sound, so the overall gesture of the music
becomes highlighted. At the end of measure 8 Saariaho indicates that the trill should slow, and
the gesture comes to a close. She uses this technique attain in measure 138. Here the trill slows to
the point that it unravels briefly into a prescribed rhythm. Flutter tonguing, tremolos, trills, and
breath variations then reclaim the sonic focus of the music for timbre.

NoaNoa, measures 138-141

Saariaho also combines a trill with a glissando produced by a quick burst of air. The addition of
this technique further blurs the pitch’s center. This trill is the climax of a phrase of several
measures, which involves the fast articulation of microtonal melodic gestures. Saariaho uses the
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agitated feeling of this trill, played along with an upwards glide of a half-step, to propel the
music to a climax of violently articulated pitches and spitting text declamation.

NoaNoa, measures 149-152

Like trills, glissandi in Saariaho’s instrumental music are notated in a way that will appear
familiar to performers. The application of these sliding gestures in Saariaho’s writing for solo
cello, violin, and flute is similar to instances in some of her vocal music; however, the composer
often requires an instrument to execute sliding motions in a more complex application. She
sometimes uses short glides at the end of a phrase in the same way as in her vocal writing, but
more often a glissando in Saariaho’s writing for string instruments is played with a trill. This
combination of techniques is found it …De la terre.

…De la terre, page 5

Saariaho creates interesting melodic and timbral gestures using glissandi in Petals. At the very
beginning of the piece, a glissando on harmonics, played while trilling constantly, creates a
confusion of pitches. Although the player moves continuously up the string, the audible pitch
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shifts up and down irregularly as different harmonics vibrate with varying consistency of tone.
Then, in measure 7, a glissando is notated in a more unique way.

Petals, measure 7

The pitches in the gesture are only relatively notated, with only two noteheads present to mark
the beginning point of each note grouping. This notation requires the player to move the bow
quickly to produce the dectuplet articulation while a glissando is executed with the left hand.
Unlike the glissandi in Saariaho’s vocal music, which tend to be short and at the beginning or
end of a phrase, this glissando is a gesture in and of itself. Also unlike Saariaho’s writing for
voice, in Petals she uses a specific visual representation to indicate the pattern and changing
direction of a gliss. In her introduction to the piece, Saariaho explains that this effect is achieved
by varying the amount of vibrato used in the glide. The result in measure 29 is a transition
between notes that is more irregular than a traditional glissando.

Petals, measure 29

Saariaho uses a similar notation in Sept papillons to describe the shape of the glissando. Here,
instead of a wavering glide that moves in a single direction, she instructs the performer to gliss.
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across all strings, using double stops and trills at the same time. The result is a fluttering, fickle
sound that serves to create an image of a butterfly. This is a decided departure from the glissandi
found in her vocal music, which don’t change direction in a prescribed way.

Sept papillons, Papillon VI, measure 15

Spins and Spells, for solo cello, was composed in 1997. It is a virtuosic piece requiring extended
techniques and complicated rhythmic patterns. An unusual glissando occurs in measure 65,
where Saariaho instructs the performer that glissando notes change gradually into natural
harmonics. This glissando continues into the next section. This glissando is more than just a
sliding gesture; it adds a level of timbral complexity to the rhythmic pattern of the section. The
sonic result is very different from the glissandi found in Saariaho’s vocal music. Instead of an
independent gesture, this glide propels the fast-paced melodic material and transfigures it with a
unique kind of energy. The rising pitches gradually transform into natural harmonics, unable to
escape from the pull of the slow, unrelenting glissando.

Spins and Spells, measures 64-71
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In Saariaho’s Jing, written in 1979 for voice and cello, comparisons between her style of writing
for voice and instrument are very apparent. Her glissandi in an instrumental context involve
more layers of technique, and tend to encompass a greater range. Her vocal glissandi, in contrast,
have a very human feel. They tend to be expressive in a naturally vocal way, and are not far
removed from utterances people might make in everyday speech. Page three of Jing
demonstrates several glides in the cello part, and one glissando in the vocal line.

Jing, page 3

The vocal glissando is a sighing gesture that highlights the verb viiltää [slashes]. The gesture is
accompanied by a rising glissando in the cello. But the vocal line’s glissando is marked with a
wavy line; the cello’s is indicated with a straight line. This demonstrates that the vocal glissando
should include vibrato, while the instrumental glide should not. The cello’s glissando ends on an
approximate pitch, written without a stem, while the voice continues the phrase normally.
Approximate endings of glissandi are common to the instrumental line, but the voice only shares
this notation once. The cello part of piece, like Saariaho’s other music for strings, contains
instances of glissandi using harmonics. Similarly to those other works, these gestures are notated
with wavering lines that allow the performer to translate the visual representation into an aural
one. This instance is particularly interesting because it is handwritten. Saariaho indicates the
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harmonic using both the Italian abbreviation Flag. gliss [flageolet glissando] and a hollow circle
above the note.

Jing, page 3

In addition, Saariaho’s vocal glissandi nearly always have a designated starting and ending pitch.
There is one exception, found on page 5 of Jing. Here the vocalist is instructed to begin on her
highest possible pitch, which is undefined. The gesture is common to Saariaho’s instrumental
writing, and is notated with a triangle-headed note.

Jing, page 5

This notation is also found in Saariaho’s writing for flute, although the sound is vocal and not
instrumental. NoaNoa contains several examples of this gesture. These sliding sounds start at a
definite pitch and end somewhere in the upper register. The performer is instructed to sing these
gestures, beginning with a breathy sound and ending sfz. Each vocal glide begins concurrently
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with a pitch played on the instrument; the performer must match the pitch as she plays, then glide
her voice upwards as high as she can.

NoaNoa, measures 61-63

This type of glissando is not found in the flute part itself. Unlike a string instrument, the flute is
not really capable of such large glides. A chromatic scale played quickly will give the desired
effect, but it is not a true glide like one that can be produced on a cello or violin. The flute is
capable of bending pitches slightly by tipping the instrument towards or away from the player’s
mouth, but the variation in pitch is not much more than a half-step. In this piece, glides produced
on the flute are often played in addition to other techniques, in a way that is similar to Saariaho’s
writing for string instruments. Glissandi found in NoaNoa are produced while flutter-tonguing.

NoaNoa, measures 88-92

Saariaho’s music contains a wealth of expressive markings. While the amount of
instruction may seem daunting at first, performers of her music will find that they encourage a
heightened sense of drama and passion. Although they may seem confusing, Saariaho’s
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specificity in communication on the page allows for a clearer understanding of the dramatic
functions of each gesture. In both her vocal and instrumental writing, performers will find many
indications for dynamics, style, and mood. Couleurs du vent, composed for alto flute, was
premiered in 1999 at the Lemi-Lappeenranta Festival in Finland. This piece exhibits Saariaho’s
specificity in her writing, as conveyed by the detail of her expressive markings.

Couleurs du Vent, measures 75-78

Singers of Saariaho’s music will recognize her technique of calling for variances in vibrato.
Here, the player is asked to switch back and forth between vibrato and straight-tone, marked
respectively as con vibr. and S.V. Saariaho uses this Italian nomenclature in her vocal writing to
achieve a similar effect.

Petals, measure 10

In the beginning of developmental material in Petals, Saaiaho has composed a series of trilling
gestures. These are indicated variously with tr, a short squiggly line, or a mordent. They are all
forms of the same gesture, and their differences are highlighted by Saariaho’s use of dynamics.
In the first beats of the measure, Saariaho writes mp three times with decrescendos in between. It
can be inferred, then, that the trilled notes will be a bit louder than the other notes. Instead of
marking the trills with an accent, which would truly remove them from the surrounding texture,
Saariaho reminds the performer to keep mp in mind while executing these trills and letting their
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energy dissipate into the phrase. Similarly in the middle of the measure, two mf markings are
given. The mordent and trill figures between the dynamic markings will, with their frantic
oscillations, modify the dynamic. The following decrescendo and crescendo to the end of the bar
is a different kind of dynamic marking. These dynamics should be interpreted as part of the
emotional gesture. Much of Saariaho’s music is marked with a similar level of detail. The
performer is encouraged to interpret them in a way that fits the mood of the music. In this way,
they form another layer of the music. In addition to dynamics Saariaho requires performers to be
precise in their use of techniques and effects. In Nocturne, negotiations of bow position, bow
pressure, trills, double stops, and left-hand plucking techniques must be considered along with
expressive dynamic markings.

Nocturne, measures 40-46

With this degree of variety of sounds produced, it can be difficult to hold on to the longer idea of
the phrase. The music is intuitive, though, and the melodic content insures that the variations in
timbres sound as a cohesive gesture. Sometimes Saariaho’s music develops such that the
expressive markings become the focus of the phrase, rather than the melodic content. This
phenomenon is easily observed in a repetitive pattern. Page 7 of …De la terre contains a section
of fast, repeated notes with a consistent timbre.
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…De la terre, page 7

The pitches are plucked and articulated as a stream of evenly-paced sounds. The dynamic
markings, however, vary greatly within each measure, and even within each quintuplet. Louder
pitches pop out of the texture, while quieter ones surrender gently into the electronic
accompaniment. Although the amount dynamic markings on the page may seem overwhelming,
they allow for a unique layer of communication and development.
Saariaho’s use of electronics in her works for solo instruments is similar to the approach
taken in her vocal music. The sounds are often inspired by natural noises, such as birds and wind.
The electronic sounds in …De la terre are very similar in mood and theme to those found in
Lonh. The way the violin interacts with the electronics; the featured instrument will blend into or
stand apart from the electronics at intervals; the illusion of an echo is perceived; whispered
words in French haunt the texture. The electronic part of Lonh is composed with a similar mood
as the electronics in …De la terre and NoaNoa; Jean-Baptiste Barrière’s influence can be heard
clearly in all these pieces. However, …De la terre and NoaNoa involve live electronics, while
Lonh involves the electronically-unaltered, acoustic sound of the soprano singing along with a
pre-recorded tape. The live electronics in …De la terre and NoaNoa require the aid of a live
producer who can manipulate the effects, especially the reverb. The live electronics of Petals are
even more involved. In the score, both the reverb [R] and harmonizer [H] must be manipulated
as the cello plays. Saariaho includes percentages in the score that indicate the degree to which
each effect should be engaged.
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Petals, measure 25

Although Saariaho’s writing for instruments explores more complex rhythms and
extended techniques than her vocal music, her signature sound is unmistakable. The difficulties
faced by instrumental and vocal performers interpreting her scores are also similar. Emotional
and dramatic elements of her music are brought forth in all of Saariaho’s music, and performers
of her work can all identify her tendency towards an ethereal, other-worldly sound.
Characteristic aspects of her compositional methods appear in her writing for various instruments
and voice, including high, pure pitches; the development of timbre as a compositional material;
and specificity in expressive markings. The differences in complexity of rhythms, melodic
elements, and techniques required in Saariaho’s instrumental and vocal works to be expected
given the nature of the differences between the instruments. For the vocalist, Saariaho allows the
text to speak in a very human way. This type of text declamation would not be served by more
complicated or developed rhythms and pitch collections. But in all her music, Saariaho’s
compositional voice is a signature of emotional gestures and timbral exploration.
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Conclusion
Kaija Saariaho’s connection to her memories of her childhood in Finland remains an
important part of her creative process. As a child, her fascination with timbre, and especially
sounds that changed over time, began with her observations in the forests of her homeland. Her
manipulation and construction of synthesized sounds is often reminiscent of the types of things
she experienced as a girl, such as birdsongs, wind, the northern lights, and rushing water. She
embraced solitary experiences in her youth that resulted from illnesses that separated her from
her peers, as well as her synesthetic experience of sound and music. Later, her creative and
independent convictions, which were divergent from her patriarchal family structure,
strengthened her individuality. Her experiences forging her own path as a young person have
allowed her to develop a unique and individual musical voice. Saariaho’s music strikes a balance
between processed, mechanical sounds and free, organic music. This juxtaposition is embraced
by the composer, and she probes the transitory space between two contrasting artistic
approaches. Her computer-generated music is inspired by the exploration of the overtone series
and is always based on natural aural perception; her writing for live performers is infused with
communicative gestures and moments of innovate timbral discoveries. The innate expressivity of
her vocal music is best approached with a broad palette of timbres and techniques, achievable
through innovative techniques and imaginative singing.
The sound of the text in Saariaho’s music is often more important than the literal
meaning of each word, functioning in service to her overarching musical ideas. By fragmenting
and elongating the text, and combining the sung words with electronically-processed vocal
sounds, she is able to convey the dramatic intention of the text even when the words themselves
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are warped. She has published vocal music in French, English, and Finnish, but some of her bestknown works use poetry written in the medieval Occitan language. The sound of this language,
in which syllables frequently end in a [ts] sound, is particularly suited to her aesthetic. In every
case, Saariaho’s text setting is highly emotional and dramatic, and requires a wide range of the
human instrument’s expressive capabilities.
This style of singing calls for techniques that embrace the vocalisms of speech, infuse the
vocal tone with breathiness, and create unique timbral effects with trills and glides. Although
these sounds may not be common in the operatic tradition of Mozart or Verdi, they are intuitive
to the human instrument and can be produced safely and efficiently with practice and
experimentation. Saariaho’s characteristic microtonal on- and off-glides are dramatically
motivated, and not unlike vocalisms found in popular music. Instead of having a formal or
virtuosic function as in traditional classical music, trills in Saariaho’s music are intended for
timbral effect and emotional expression. As such, they should be sung with a consistent
oscillation of pitch, rather than the dramatic accelerando of a cadential trill. Saariaho’s music
also requires the singer to carefully control the speed or width of her vibrato, as well as changing
the amount of breathiness in the singing. While these effects require practice and careful control
of the vocal mechanism, they are also very intuitive and humanly communicative. When
employing these techniques, Saariaho’s focus is on the change in timbre that results from various
vocalisms. Singing this music requires the performer to be aware of the contrasting sounds
demanded of her instrument, and to embrace and highlight the differences between them. The
notation for these extended techniques will be familiar to singers who have studied Berio and
Ferneyhough, and are clearly explained in the introductions of Saariaho’s scores. New
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pedagogical methods may help singers master these techniques, and access a broad range of
timbres by engaging the voice in creative and expressive way. The Estill model, with its
emphasis on relating specific manipulations of the vocal mechanism to produced sounds, is
helpful in understanding the execution of a wide variety of vocalisms in Saariaho’s music.
When collaborating with performers, Saariaho has proven to be flexible, warm, kind,
encouraging, and supportive of each artist’s unique expressive abilities. Her creative process has
always been strengthened by collaboration with artists, including other composers, cellists,
flautists, singers, directors, and choreographers. It may be helpful when studying Saariaho’s
music to consult recordings made by singers for whom she composed, including Dawn Upshaw,
Karita Mattila, and Anu Komsi. These singers, whose voices inspired many works by Saariaho,
demonstrate in their recordings the dream-like, ethereal vocal timbre that her music requires.
Compared with her instrumental writing, Saariaho’s vocal music is particularly poignant
and full of human emotion. There are many similarities between her writing for voice and
instruments; her wide timbral palette includes trills, semitone glides, and expressive straighttones and harmonics. Extended techniques are often required of instrumentalists to achieve these
timbral effects, and Saariaho’s notation for those gestures are similar to the nomenclature she
uses in her vocal music. Saariaho also uses text in her instrumental writing; sometimes, words
are sung or declaimed by the player, such as in her music for flute. Additionally, she incorporates
text into electronic accompaniments to instrumental pieces. In any case, text for Saariaho is a
communicative tool independent of its linguistic meaning.
Performing Saariaho’s music requires singers to reach beyond the established classical
tradition and embrace the timbral richness of the human voice, creating innovatively dramatic
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musical ideas. New vocal pedagogical models may be useful in developing these sounds, but
ultimately Saariaho’s music demands imagination and the willingness to try new sounds. Singers
are encouraged to think creatively when approaching her music; Saariaho’s expressive writing
calls for a vocal commitment to the exploration of each singer’s individual voice, and demands
that the performer access a wide range of vocalisms and emotionally expressive sounds to create
with vibrant and dramatic timbres. This kind of singing is immediate, engaging, and exciting for
modern audiences; recent engagements and premiers of the composer’s vocal music, including
the production of L’amour de loin at the Met and the premiere of Only the Sound Remains, have
garnered esteem. Saariaho’s music has earned a notable place in the contemporary repertoire,
and her engagement with performers and audiences in many residencies and festivals continues
to influence her unique musical voice.
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